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Lesson 1  

Two students. Grammar: Tenses 

Theme: Two students 

Vocabulary: to study, north, modern, to graduate, at the weekend, to enjoy, translator, language, 

a little, anyway. 

Text: Read and listen to Maurizio. Then complete the text using the verbs below  

1.`m enjoying, `m studying, `m going to work, come, live, can speak, started, went 

My name' s Maurizio Celi. I (1) __________ from Bologna, a city in the north of Italy. I'm a 

student at the University of Bologna. I (2) ____ modern languages – English and Russian. I also 

know a little Spanish, so I (3) __________ four languages. I (4) _______ the course a lot, but it's 

really hard work. The course (5) _______ three years ago. I (6) __________ at home with my 

parents and my sister. My brother (7) ______to work in the United States last year. After I 

graduate, I (8) ____________as a translator. I hope so, anyway. 

Listening:  Complete the questions about Carly. Listen to Carly and write the answers to the 

questions 

1. Where does she come from? 

2. _____________ live? 

3. ______________ live with? 

4. What __________ studying? 

5. ____________ enjoying the course? 

6. How many __________ speak? 

7. __________ did her course start? 

8. What _______ after she graduates? 

Questionnaire: Students should answer these questions 

1. What did you do yesterday? 

2. What are you doing now? 

3. What will you do tomorrow?   

Grammar: Verb tenses: tell us when an action is taking place! 

There are 3 main verb tenses: 

 

Past – I came to the institute yesterday 

Present – I go to institute every day. 
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Future – I am going to continue my study in the future. 

   

I. Fill in the missing form in the correct tense. Watch out for signal words. 

1. Walter ___________________ (go) to school last week. 

2. Why ________ you always ___________________ (sleep) in front of the TV? 

3. What ________ you ___________________ (do) next year? 

4. We ___________________ (not/celebrate) our anniversary in 2050. 

5. Tom ___________________ (stay) at home on Mondays. 

6. Where __________ you often ___________________ (sit)? 

7. How much money _________ your father ___________________ (earn) every month? 

8. Yesterday we ___________________ (not/watch) birds. 

9. My classmate always ___________________ (read) books. 

10. I _____________________ (not/hear) you because I was listening to music. 

Tests 

1. Where is Maurizio from? 

A) Bologna 

B)Spain 

C)England 

2. I also know a little ______. 

A) Spanish 

B)English 

C) german 

3. After I graduate, I am going to work as a _________. 

A) translator 

Simple present 

u sually 

s ometimes 

a lways 

o ften 

n ever 

e very day 

(rarely, seldom) 

Simple past: 

last year/month/… , yesterday, 2 days 

ago, in 2010 

Simple past: 

last year/month/… , yesterday, 2 days 

ago, in 2010 
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B) worker 

C) engineer. 

4. What did you do yesterday? 

A) I played football 

 B) I am working in the garden 

C) He is  looking  

5. What are you doing now? 

A) I am playing football 

B) He is playing football 

C) They come to us  

6. What will you do tomorrow?   

A) I`m going to write an article 

B) I write the text 

C) I wrote the text 

7. Walter ___________________ (go) to school last week. 

A) went 

B) go 

C) is going  

8.  What ________ you ___________________ (do) next year? 

A) are/ doing 

B) do/do 

C) did/ do 

9. Where __________ you often ___________________ (sit)? 

A) do/ sit 

B) are/ sitting 

C) sit 

10 Why ________ you always ___________________ (sleep) in front of the TV? 

A) do/ sleep 

B) is/ sleeping 

C) are / sleeping 
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Lesson 2  

Theme: Talking about you 

Vocabulary:  book, kind, can, mean, flat, play, train, ring, reading, painting, drawing.  

Brainstorming Ask and answer questions with a partner 

Where …… live? 

….. have any brothers or sisters? 

What … like doing at the weekend? 

Where … go for your last holiday? 

Talking about you 

 Hi, my name’s .................. 

 I’m from .................. (country) 

 I live in .................. (city) 

 My birthday is on .................. 

 I’m a ....................... (job) 

 I work for ................................. 

 I’m ....................... (optional - personal info) 

 There are ... people in my family. 

 They are ............................................... 

 My father is a ............... and my mother a .................. 

 My hobby is ....................... 

 My favourite sport is ....................... 

 In my free time, I also like .............................. 

 I don’t like .............................. 

 My favourite food is .......................  

 My favourite drink is ....................... 

 My favourite day of the week is ............ because ..................... 

 My favourite month is ................. because ...................... 

 My favourite singer (or band) is ................. 

 I like ................. (movies). 

 My favourite place is ..................  . I like it because ................. 

 I (don’t) like travelling. I have been to ..................   

 The most beautiful place in my country is ..................   

 I study English because .................................   

 

 

 

 

Personal info 

 single 

 married 

 married with children 

 divorced 

 widowed 

 single, but live together with … 

 in a long-term relationship with … 

 in a long-distance relationship 

 I have a steady girl/boyfriend. 

 I live with my parents. 

Hobbies – Free time activities 

 reading, painting, drawing 

 going out with friends 

 surfing the Internet 

 clubbing, barhopping 

 going to the cinema 

 playing with my dog 

 going to the park/beach/… 

 listening to music 

 shopping, singing, dancing 

 travelling, camping, hiking 

 knitting, cooking 

Movies 

action movie 

comedy 

romantic comedy 

horror movie 

sci-fi movie 

Favourite places 

my home 

my living room 

my bedroom 

the beach 

the shopping mall 
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Grammar time:  General question or questions with no question words.  

Auxilary verb + subject + verb + SPS?  The answer to this question is   

Yes, subject+ aux.  No, subject+ aux+not. 

Umumiy so`roq gap yordamchi fe`l bilan yasaladi. O`zbek tiliga tarjima qilinganda – mi so`roq 

yuklamasi yordamida yasaladi. Savolga ha yoki yo`q deb qisqa javob beriladi.  

Do you study at the institute? Yes, I do./ No, I don`t. 

Are you sleeping? No, I`m not. 

Does he smoke?  Yes, he does./ No, he doesn`t. 

Can you swim? Yes, I can. / No, I can`t. 

Students must write their own questions from the text below. 

Communication technologies were very important in the development of all the great ancient 

societies: 

- Around 2900 BC, paper and hieroglyphics transformed Egyptian life.  

- The ancient Greeks loved the spoken word. They were very good at public speaking , 

drama, and philosophy.  

- The Romans developed a unique system of government that depended on the Roman 

alphabet.  

- In the 14
th

 century, the printing press helped develop new ways of thinking across 

Europe. 

Home task: Writing: book, kind, can, mean, flat, play, train, ring.  

These words have more than one meaning. Students should make sentences using these words. 

 Ex: Book – kitob; buyurtma qilish.  1. I am raeding an interesting book right now. 2. I booked 

the tickets in advance. 

Listen to some sample answers.  Make your own examples. 

Tests 

1. ….. have any brothers or sisters? 

A) Do you 

B) do she 

C) has he 

 2 Where … go for your last holiday? 

A) did you  

B) do you 
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C) are you  

3.  I _____ a hotel from internet 

A) book 

B) read 

C) think 

4. He is very _____ 

A) kind 

B) book 

C) can 

5. Pleas bring a ____ of coke. 

A) can 

B) bowl 

C) kilo 

6. She was so ____. That`s why she never bought a dress for herself 

A) mean 

B) kind 

C) generous 

17. I don`t _____ that. You misunderstood my words 

A) mean 

B) did 

C) thought 

8. He bought a _____ to her wife 

A) ring 

B) can 

C) engine 

9. They moved into a new ____ last week. 

A) flat 

B) phone 

C) pen 

10  Sportsmen should _____ every day. 
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A) train 

B) walk 

C) laugh 

 

LESSON 3  

Theme: People the great communicator  

Vocabulary: communicate, idea, whale, explain, persuade, exchange,hieroglyphics, unique, 

infinite, modern. 

Read the text quickly and match the the headings to the paragraphs 

1. History of communication. 

2. How we communicate 

3. Communication today 

4. Difference between people and animals 

  People great communicator  

We can communicate with other people in many different ways. We can talk and write and we 

can send messages with our hands and faces. There is also the phone (including the mobile!), the 

fax and the e-mail. Television, film, painting, and photography can also communicate ideas. 

Animals have ways of exchanging information, too. Bees dance and tell other bees where to find 

food. Elephants make sounds that humans can`t hear. Whales sing songs. Monkeys use their 

faces to show anger and love. But this is nothing compared to what people can do. We have 

language- about 600 languages, in fact. We can write poetry, tell jokes, make promises, explain, 

persuade, tell the truth, or tell lies. And we have a sense of past and future, not just present. 

Communication technologies were very important in the development of all the great ancient 

societies: 

- Around 2900 BC, paper and hieroglyphics transformed Egyptian life.  

- The ancient Greeks loved the spoken word. They were very good at public speaking , 

drama, and philosophy.  

- The Romans developed a unique system of government that depended on the Roman 

alphabet.  

- In the 14
th

 century, the printing press helped develop new ways of thinking across 

Europe. 

Radio, film, and television have had a huge influence on society in the last hundred years. And 

now we have the Internet, which is infinite. But what is this doing to us? We can give and get a 

lot of information very quickly. But there is so much information that is difficult to know what is 

important and what isn`t. Modern media is changing our world every minute of every day. 
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Read the text again and answer the questions? 

1. Which animals are mentioned? What can they do? 

2. What is special about human communication? What can we do? 

3. Which four forms of media are mentioned in the last paragraph? 

4. What is good and bad about information technology today? 

Grammar time:  Special questions. 

 

 

Match the questions and answers 

1.What do you do? a. Thirty dollars 

2.Who did you go out with last night? b. Twenty – five 
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3.Where do you live? c. Fine. And you?  

4.When`s your birthday? d. Maria and Pedro. 

5.Why are you wearing a suit? e. I`m a teacher. 

How many students are there in class? f. The Times. 

How much did you pay for your shoes? g. It`s today 

How are you? h. I`m sure it`s mine 

Whose is this money? i.In a flat in the center of town. 

Which newspaper do you read? j. Because I`m going to an expensive 

restaurant. 

 

Listening:  Upstream Listen and match the people to what they are doing.  There is an 

extra picture  

 

Hometask: Put the words in the correct order to make questions. Then answer the questions 

about you. 

1.buy/you/the / did/ at/what/shops/? 

 

2.is/who/teacher/your/english/? 

 

3.parents/moment/where/your/the/at/are/? 
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4.cinema/you/go/last/when/did/the/to/? 

 

5.learning/you/why/English/are/?___________________________________________________

_________________. 

Tests 

1. We can communicate with other ______ in many different ways 

A) people 

B) animal 

C) book 

2. We can talk and write and we can send _______ with our hands and faces. 

A) messages 

b) goods 

c) plays 

3. _______dance and tell other bees where to find food. 

A) Bees 

B) Elephants 

C) Whales  

 4. ________ make sounds that humans can`t hear 

A) Elephants  

B) Bees  

C) Whales 

5. ________sing songs. 

A) Whales 

B) Bees 

C) Elephants  

6  ______use their faces to show anger and love 

A) Monkeys 

B) Whales 

C) Elephants  
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7. Around  …… BC, paper and hieroglyphics transformed Egyptian life.  

A) 2900 

B) 2800 

C) 2000 

8. In the 14
th

 century, the printing press helped develop new ways of thinking across. 

A) Europe 

B) Asia 

C) Africa  

9. And now we have the, which is infinite. 

A) Internet 

B) Tv 

C)Radio  

 10. How are you? 

A) Nice 

 B) in the evening 

C) yesterday 

 

Lesson 4 

Theme: People and places. 

Vocabulary: immigrants, descent, huge, wildlife, climate, population, reserve, 

These flags all belong to English – speaking countries. Write the name of the country. 

 

 The United States    Canada             Australia    

New Zealand         South Africa            Scotland 
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Reading  

Read the texts.  Match a country from the list above. Complete the texts with the words 

from the boxes. 

A ____   

Exports, enjoy, immigrants, huge 

This country has quite a small population, just 16 million, but the country is __________. The 

people are mainly of European descent, but there are also aborigines and a lot of south – east 

Asian ________. People live in towns on the coast, not so much inland, because it is so hot. 

They live a lot of their outdoors, and _________ sports, swimming, and having barbeques. This 

country _________ wine and wool – it has more than 60 million sheep!  

B ___________ 

Favorite, variety, has, only 

This is second biggest country in the world, but it has a population of  _______ 30 million. It is 

so big that there is a _________ of climates. Most people live in the south because the north is 

too cold. It is famous for its beautiful mountains and lakes – it _________ more than any other 

country. Their _______ sports are baseball and ice hockey.  

C _____________ 

Elephants, grows, black, climate 

This country has a population of about 45 million. Of these, 76 percent are ________ and 12 per 

cent white. It has a warm ______.  Either it never rains, or it rains a lot! It the world`s biggest 

producer of gold, and it exports diamonds, too. It __________ a lot of fruit, including oranges, 
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pears and grapes, and it makes wine. In the game reserves you can see a lot of wildlife, including 

lions, __________ , zebras, and giraffes.  

 

Listening Listen to three people describing the other countries. Match a country from the list 

above with a description and a photograph. 

 

Translate the text and answer the questions  

1. Which country from the list is the largest? 

2. What is the most famous types of sport in Canada? 

3. In what country people live mainly on the coast? 

4. Where you find too many nationalities? 

5. Why outdoor games popular only in some countries? 

Grammar time: Present Simple tense (Hozirgi oddiy zamon) 

Present Simple ingliz tilida eng keng qo`llaniladigan zamon bolib u quyidagicha yasaladi: 

Darak gap So`roq gap Inkor gap 

I think Do I think? I do not think 

You think Do you think? You do not think 

He thinks Does he think? He does not think 

She thinks Does she think? She does not think 

It thinks Does it think? It does not think 

We think Do we think? We do not think. 

They think Do they think? They do not think. 

 

Uchinchi shaxs birlik shakl uchun quyidagi o`zgartirishlar amalga oshiriladi: 

- Har doim fe`l asosiga -s qo`shimchasi qo`shiladi: he wants, she needs, he gives, she 

thinks 
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- Inkor gap va so`roq gap uchun does yordamchi fe`li ishlatiladi: Does he study English? 

He doesn`t often wake early. 

- Oxiri -y bilan tugaydigan fe`llar -iesga o`zgaradi: fly- flies, cry- cries 

- -ss, -x, -sh,- ch bilan tugaydigan fe`llar -es qo`shimchasini oladi: he passes, she catches, 

he fixes, it pushes. 

Exercises 

Put the verbs in brackets into the correct Present Simple form: 

This is Michael. He ......................... (be) 10 years old. He ............................. (have got) 

short, dark hair, brown eyes and a dark complexion. Michael ............................. (live) in New 

York City with his family. His father is a teacher and his mother is a lawyer. Michael 

....................................... (not have) any brothers or sisters. He ................................. (love) 

basketball and ................................. (want) to be a professional basketball player. He 

................................. (like) school a lot. He ................................ (go) every day from 9am till 

3:30pm. In his free time, Michael .................................. (love) playing computer games and he 

................................... (enjoy) watching TV. 

 Home task  Write questions to the underlined words: 

1. Ben sleeps eight hours every day. 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

2. We water the flowers in two days. 

……………………………………………………………………. 

3. Mona goes to the club every Saturday. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

4. They feed the rabbits at 2 o’clock. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

5. I enjoy classical music. 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

Tests 

1. This country has quite a small population, just 16 million, but the country is __________. 

A) huge  

B) various 

C)  flight 

2. The people are mainly of European descent, but there are also  _______ 

A) aborigines 

B) people 
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C) animals  

3. They live a lot of their _______  

A) outdoors 

B) indoors 

C) at home  

4. This is second biggest country in the  _____ 

A) world 

B) family 

C) room 

5. Most people live in the south because the____ is too cold. 

A) north 

B) center  

C) east 

6. Of these, 76 percent are ________ and 12 per cent white. 

A) black 

B) purple 

C) red 

7. What is the most famous types of sport in Canada 

A) ice hockey 

B) football 

C) tennis 

8. In what country people live mainly on the coast? 

A) Australia 

B) Uzbekistan 

C) Germany 

9. Where you find too many nationalities 

A) USA 

B) Australia 

C) England 

10. He ................................. (love) basketball and ................................. (want) to be a 

professional basketball player. 
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A) loves, wants 

B) love, want 

C) loved, wanted  

 

LESSON 5 

Theme: Living in the USA 

Vocabulary: descendants, relatives, successful, hesitation, once, meal, opportunity, weekends, 

jogging, fine art, yard. 

Reading 

Text: Living in the USA 

The people of the United States are nearly all immigrants, or descendants of immigrants. 

It is a young country and much of the population has relatives who live in other parts of the 

world. 

But how do they find the US when they first arrive? What do they think of the people, the 

culture the way of life?  Jamie Peterson spoke to three of them. 

 

Roberto Solano aged 24 , from Mexico. 

Roberto came from Acapulco to New York ten 

years ago. At first, he missed  everything- the sunshine, 

the food, his girlfriend. But now he has a successful 

business with his three brothers and his sister. They run 

a soccer store in New Brunswick. Roberto`s girlfriend 

now his wife, and they have two children who go to 

American schools.  

When asked why he came to the US, Roberto says 

without hesitation, “Because I want to work hard and be 

successful”. He certainly works hard. He`s at the store 

all day, then works as a driver in the evening. ‘That`s 

why I like America’ he says. You can be what you want.  

When I first came here, I didn`t speak the language and 

it was winter. It was so cold! There was snow! Now nearly all my family are here, not only in 

New York but also in California and in Texas. We meet about once a month and have a huge 

Mexican meal that takes about five hours! We`re all happy here’. 

 

Endre Boros aged 45, from Hungary 

Endre is a mathematician at Rutgers University, New Jersey. He came from  Budapest 

thirteen years ago. ‘ I had an opportunity to come here for two years’. After a year his wife came 

to join him and since then they have had a daughter, so they decided to stay.  

‘At first it was very strange, everything is so big here’, he says. ‘I started to feel happy 

when I bought a car. Now I go everywhere by car. In Hungary, we only use the car at weekends, 

but here your car is part of your life. Nobody walks anywhere’. 
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How does he find people? ‘Very friendly. The first question everybody asks you is “Where 

are you from?” People talk to you here, they start conversations. I like the fact that there are 

people from all over the world.’  

What about the way of life? “ The thing I like best is the independence. Nobody tells me 

what to do. Here you can do what you want, so you learn to make decisions for yourself. I feel in 

control.  

Yuet Tung aged 31, from Honh Kong 

Yuet Tung is her chineese name, but in English 

she`s known as Clara. She came to the US eight years 

ago and she studied fine art. Now she works on 

Madison avenue for a publisher. She married a 

Vietnameese American three years ago, and they live in 

Long Island. They don`t have any children yet.  

What does she think of living in New York? “It is 

very similar to Hong Kong. It`s a busy city, very 

exciting and people walk very fast! I like the stores 

here. They are huge and it`s cheaper than Hong Kong. 

But you need a car here. In Hong Kong everyone uses 

public transportation, because it`s good and it`s cheap. 

At first I hated driving here, but it`s Ok now.”  

What does she  like best? “ The space. Here I 

live in a house with a yard. Hong Kong is sos crowded. And people are friendly. When I go 

jogging, everyone says “Hi!” and the food is from every country in the world”. 

 

Read the introduction to the magazine article.  Then work in three groups. 

Group A Read about Roberto 

Group B Read about Endre. 

Group C Read about Yuet Tung 

They must answer these questions  

 
Speaking Time: 

What do you think?  

R
o

b
er

to
  

How did he come? 

What does he do? 

What is his 
opinion? 
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 What do you like best about living in your country?  

 What would you miss if you lived abroad? 

 Do you know any foreigners living in your country?  

 What do they like about it?  

 What do they find different? 

Grammar time : Present Continuous  

Hozirgi davomli zamon hisoblanib ayni vaqtda bo`layotgan yoki shu kunarda 

bajarilayotgan ish harakatni bildiradi.  

Yasalishi S+ am, is are + V+ ing 

Affirmative/ Darak gap Negative/ Inkor gap Interrogative / 

So`roq gap 

Long form  Short form Long form  Short from   

I am walking I`m walking I am not walking I`m not walking am I walking? 

You are 

walking 

You`re walking You are not 

walking 

You aren`t walking Are you  

walking? 

He is walking  He`s walking  He is not walking  He isn`t walking   Is he walking?  

She is walking She`s walking She is not walking She isn`t walking Is she walking? 

It is walking It`s walking It is not walking It isn`t walking Is it walking? 

We are walking We`re walking We are not walking We aren`t walking Are we 

walking? 

You are 

walking 

You`re walking You are not 

walking 

You aren`t walking Are you 

walking? 

They are 

walking 

They`re walking They are not 

walking 

They aren`t walking Are they 

walking?  

  

Exercise Fill in: am, is,are. 

1. He is eating banana. 4.They ____ dancing 

2. It  ____ flying. 5.She ____ cooking. 

3. I ____ reading      6.We ______ walking.  

Exercise  

Read the text and write the people`s name in the picture. Then cover the text and say what the 

people say what the people are doing. 
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Find the differences and write sentences as in the example: 

In picture A the wolf is looking at Little Red Riding Hood. 

In picture B the wolf isn`t looking at Little Red Riding Hood. He is sleeping. 

 

Hometask. Write 5 sentences using Present Continuous Tense. 

Tests 

1. The people of the United States are nearly all_______, or descendants of immigrants. 

A) immigrants 

B) citizens 

C) native  

2. When did Roberto come to the USA? 

A) 10 years ago 

B) 5 years ago 
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C) 3 years ago 

3. But now he has a _____ business with his three brothers and his sister. 

A) successful 

B) bad 

C)  worse 

4. They run a ______ store in New Brunswick. 

A)  soccer 

B)  family 

C)  grocery 

5. Roberto says without hesitation, “Because I want to work ____and be successful”. 

A)  hard 

B)  light 

C)  less 

6. We meet about once a month and have a huge _____ meal that takes about five hours! 

A) Mexican 

B) american 

C) Uzbek 

7. Endre is a ________at Rutgers University, New Jersey 

A) mathematician 

B)  teacher 

C)  janitor 

8. In _________,  we only use the car at weekends, but here your car is part of your life. 

A) Hungary 

B)  China 

C) Mexico 

9. Endre is from ______ 

A)  Hungary 

B)  Mexico 

C)  England 

10. Yuet Tung is from ______ 

A) Hong Kong 

B) Italy 

C)  Vietnamm 
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LESSON 6 

People in your life Grammar: have/have got 

Vocabulary:Couple, to drive mad, arguments, remote control, remember, decision, gear, a soap 

opera, put up with, scruffy, a light, untidy, to drop, old- fashioned, stupid. 

You are going to listen to a radio programme called Home truth. Two couples, Carol and Mike, 

and Dave and Alison, talk about their partner`s annoying habits. Look at the pictures below. 

What are their annoying habits?  

Tape 2.5 Listen and Write the correct names under each picture below. 

 

Reading.  Are these sentences true (√) or false (x)? Correct false sentences. 

1. Carol and Mike never watch television.  

2. Mike doesn`t listen when his wife speaks to him.  

3. Carol makes the decisions in their house. 

4. Mike shouts at his wife when she`s driving. 

5. Dave never does any jobs at home. 

6. Dave bad at his job. Alison tidies up Dave`s mess. 

7. Alison is very organized. 

Speaking . What do you think? 

1. Do men or women typically complain about their  partners doing these things? 

- Watching sport 

- Driving badly 

- Taking a long time to get ready 

- Not tidying things away 

2. What do you think men are generally better at? What are women better at? 

Match a line A with the answers in the line B then further comment on line C. 
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Listen and check it. 

Grammar time: have/ have got 

Have – bor bo`lmoq, ega bo`lmoq ma`nolarini bildiradi.  

I have/ have got a pen. We have got pens. 

You have got  a pen. You have got pens. 

He 

She   has got a pen  

It  

They have got pens. 

Bundan tashqari have bilan keluvchi birklmalar ham borki ular birgalikda harakat ma`nosini 

ifodalaydi. 

Have breakfast/ lunch/ dinner- nonushta/ tushlik/ kechki ovqatni yemoq 

Have a shower/ bath- cho`milmoq 

Have a good time- yaxshi vaqt o`tkazmoq 

Have a sore throat- tomog`I og`rimoq 

Have a headache/ toothache- boshi/ tishi og`rimoq 

 

Exercise  Look at the red monster and write 

what it has got. 

 

It has got three eyes. 

 

 

Hometask.  Describe an animal which you 

like most. 

 

 

 

 

Tests 

1. Carol and Mike never watch television.  

A)  true  
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B) false 

C)  not given 

2. Mike doesn`t listen when his wife speaks to him 

A)  true  

B) false 

C)  not given 

3. Mike ______ at his wife when she`s driving 

A)  shouts 

B) cries 

C)  laughs 

4. Dave never does any jobs at ______. 

A) home 

B) work 

C) the office 

5. Who makes the decisions in Carol and Dave`s house 

A) Carol 

B)  Dave 

C) both 

6. Who shouts at his wife when she`s driving 

A) Mike 

B)  Dave 

C) both 

7.Who  doesn`t listen when his wife speaks to him 

A) Mike 

B)  Carol 

C) Dave 

8. He ___ got a pen 

A) has 

B)  do 

C)  have 

9. We ______a meeting today.  

A) have 

B)  has 
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C) do 

10. He ______ a shower at the moment. 

A) is having 

B) are having 

C) has 

 

LESSON 7 

The Burglar’s friends. Grammar: Past tenses 

Vocabulary: wake up, article, fast asleep, noise, unfortunately, stereo, pocket money, purse, 

drawer, burglary, back door, burglar. 

Here are the past tense forms of some irregular verbs. Write the infinitives. 

______  were ________ told ________ took ________ could 

________ saw ________ said _________ gave ________ made 

________ went _________ had _________ got _________ did 

 

Reading and listening. Tape 3.1 

Read and listen to the newspaper article. Why was Russell the burglar`s friend? 

The burglar`s friend 

His parents were fast asleep in bed 

It was 3 o`clock in the morning when four – year- 

old Russel Brown woke up to go to the toilet.  His parents 

were fast asleep in bed. But when he heard a noise in the 

living room and saw a light was on, he went downstairs. 

There he found two men. They asked his name, and told 

him they were friends of the family.  

Unfortunately, Russell believed them. They asked 

him where the video recorder was. Russell showed them, 

and said they had a stereo and CD player, too. The two 

men carried these to the kitchen. Russel also told them that 

his mother kept her purse in a drawer in the kitchen, so 

they took that. Russel even gave them his pocket money. – 

50 p. They finally left at 4 a.m.  They said, “ Will you 

open the back door while we take these things to the car, because we don`t want to wake 

Mummy and Daddy, do we?” So Russell held the door open for them. He then went back to bed.  
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His parents didn`t know about the burglary until they got up the next day. His father said, “I 

couldn`t be angry with Russell because he thought he was doing the right thing.” Fortunately, the 

police caught the two burglars last week. 

Write the past forms of these irregular verbs from the article 

wake      ___________ leave      _____________ 

hear       ____________ hold        _____________ 

find        _____________ think       ______________ 

keep       _____________ catch        ______________ 

Speaking Talking about you 

Ask and answer these questions with a partner. Make moer questions, using Past Simple 

What did you do …….?  

- Last night  

- Last weekend  

- On your last birthday 

- On your last holiday 

Grammar time 

Past Simple – O`tgan oddiy zamon 

O`tgan zamonda b`olib o`tgan voqea, hodisani bildiradi. 

Yasalishi: 1. To`g`ri fe`llar fe`lning asosiga – ed qo`shimchasini qo`shish bilan yasaladi: 

work- worked, spell- spelled, live – lived 

2. Noto`g`ri fe`1larning ikkichi ustundagi shakli olinadi.: run- ran, have- had, speak – spoke 

S+ V(ed, 2) 

 

Affirmative/ Darak gap Negative/ Inkor gap Interrogative / So`roq gap 

I worked, ran I did not work, run Did I work, run?  

You worked, ran You did not work, run Did you work, run?  

He worked, ran He did not work, run Did he work, run?  

She worked, ran She did not work, run Did she work, run?  

It worked, ran It did not work, run Did it  work, run?  

We worked, ran We did not work, run Did we work, run?  

You worked, ran You did not work, run Did you  work, run?  

They worked, ran They did not work, run Did they work, run?  
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Quyidagi kalit so`zlar bilan ishlatiladi: yesterday, the day before, last month(week, year), two/ 

three years( months, weeks, days) ago, in ….,  yesterday morning.  

Exercise  Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple. 

Last Sunday the Carter family 1) went  (go)  camping in the countryside. They 2) _______ (find) 

a nice place by a river. Mr Carter 3) ________ (put up) the tent. After that they 4) ________ 

(eat) some sandwiches and cakes. Then Mrs Carter 6) _______ (pick) some flowers, and their 

dog Champ 7) ________ (swim) in the river. They all 8) ______ (have) a very good time.  

 

Hometask. To write about your best holiday. 

 

Tests 

1.Who was the burglar`s friend? 

A) Russel 

B) Jim 

C) John 

2. It was 3 o`clock in the morning when____– year- old Russel Brown woke up to go to the 

toilet. 

A) four 

B) three 

C) five 

3. His parents were _____ asleep in bed 

A) fast 

B) deep 

C) break 

4. There Russel  found ___ men 

A)  two  

B) three 

C) one 

5. Russel also told them that his mother kept her______ in a drawer in the kitchen 

A) purse 

B) phone 

C) money 

6. Russel even gave them his ______ 

A) pocket money 
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B) toys 

C) cars 

7. The burglars  finally left at ____ a.m 

A) 4 

B) 5 

C) 9 

8. His parents didn`t know about the ______  until they got up the next day 

A) burglary 

B) event 

C) birthday 

9.Put the verbs in the past form  Their dog Champ 7) ________ (swim) in the river. 

A) swam 

B) swim 

C) swum 

10. Put the verbs in the past form   Mr Carter  ________ (put up) the tent 

A) put up 

B) putted up 

C) puts up 

  

 

LESSON 8 

Newspaper stories. Grammar: Past simple 

New vocabulary:   steal, hands up, robber, teller, a note, demand, claim, distinct odor, to hand, 

to drop, to escape,  jewelry, uninvited, smashed. 

Reading: 

Complete the newspaper articles with the Past Simple of the verbs in the boxes 

 

 

a) Hands up, I`ve got a burger! 

 Last Tuesday a man armed with just a hot hamburger in a bag (1) 

________ $ 1,000 from a bank in Danville, California. 

Police detective Bill McGinnis (2) _______ that the robber entered the 

Mount Diablo National Bank at about 1.30 p.m. and  (3) ________ the 

Have    can    steal    give    say  
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teller a note demanding $ 1,000. He claimed thet he (4) _______ 

a bomb in the bag. The teller said she (5) _____ smell a distinct 

odour of hamburger coming from the bag. Even so, she handed 

the money to the man. He dropped the bag with the hamburger. 

He escaped in a car.   

 

B) Teenage party ends in tears 

When Jack and Kelly Harman (1) ________ away on holiday, they (2) ______ their teenage 

daughter alone in the house. Zoё, aged 16, wanted to stay at home. Her parents said she could 

have some friends to stay. However, Zoё decided to have a party. Things started to go wrong. 

Forty uninvited guests arrived. They (3) ________ furniture, smashed windows, and stole 

jewelry. 

When Mr and Mrs Harman (4) ______ the news, they (5) ________ home immediately.  

Listening: Match these phrases to the articles. Where exactly does each phrase go in the story? 

…… because she was revising fo exams.  

As he was running out of the bank, 

Everyone was having a good time when suddenly….. 

….. that was waiting for him outside. 

…. And some of them were carrying knives. 

…., who was wearing a mask. 

T.3.5. Listen and check. Practise the sentences that contain these phrases. 

Speaking. Fortunately/ unfortunately 

Continue this story around the class. 

I went out for a walk.  

Unfortunately, it began to rain. 

Fortunately, I had an umbrella.  

Unfortunately, it was broken. 

Fortunately, I met a friend in his car.  

Unfrotunately, his car ran out of petrol.  

Fortunately…. 

Grammar: Past Simple 

Short answers 
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Ingliz tilida umumiy savollarga ha yoki yo`q deb javob qaytarish uchun gap berilgan zamonga 

e`tibor berish kerak.  

Past simpledaberilgan umumiy savolga quyidagicha javob beriladi: 

Did you come late yesterday? 

Yes, I did  yoki No, I didn`t 

Exercise Write the answers from your own experience. 

 

 

 

Did you  

travel abroad  

 

 

last year ? 

stay at the hotel 

swim every day 

go to a bar every night 

go fishing 

take any photos 

have an accident 

watch the sun set 

read any books 

 

Hometask: Writing. Imagine that you went abroad last year and write about your holiday. 

Begin like this: 

Last summer I travelled abroad. I went too…. 

Tests 

1. Last Tuesday a man armed with just a hot hamburger in a bag (1) ________ $ 1,000 from a 

bank in Danville, California. 

 A) stole 

B)  steal 

C)  stealed 

2. Police detective Bill McGinnis said that the robber entered the Mount Diablo National Bank at 

about _____ p.m. 

A) 1.30 

B) 2.30 

C) 3.30 

3. The robber gave  the teller ____ demanding $ 1,000. 

A) a note 

B)  a stick 

C) a document 
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4. He claimed that he has a ____in the bag. 

A) bomb 

B) gift 

C)  prize 

5. The robber dropped the bag with the ______ 

A) hamburger 

B) money 

C) phone 

6. . Zoё, aged ____ wanted to stay at home. 

A) 16 

B) 17 

C) 18 

7.What did Zoe want to have? 

A) party 

B) class 

C) accident 

8.How many did uninvited guests come to the party? 

A) 40 

B) 14 

C) 45 

9.What did they do? 

A) stole jewelry 

B) helped her 

C) tidied the house  

10. Did the story end with happiness? 

A) no it didn`t 

B) yes, it did 

C) no, it did 
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LESSON 9 

A radio drama. Grammar: Past continuous 

Vocabulary: 

Listening. Look at the pictures below and listen to a radio play called “The perfect crime.” 

  

What can you see in these pictures?  

Who is Kathy? 

Who is Bobby? 

 What did her husband tell her? 

Why did she decide to do that? 

How do you think she murdered him? 

What was her explanation to the police? 

Why were all the policemen thirsty? 

Reading  

The perfect crime. 

Alice Jackson`s husband, Henry, was a 

man of habit. So it was that at exactly six 

o`clock in the evening she was in the kitchen 

getting a beer for him out of the fridge and 

watching him up the path. 

She was smiling. Today the routine was 

going to be different. It was their tenth wedding 

anniversary, and some friends were coming 

round for drinks at 8.00. There was a big statue of a couple kissing in the middle of the table in 

the living room, with twenty glasses waiting for the guests. Alice was looking forward to the 

evening.   

She was very happy. She had a beatiful baby sleeping upstairs, a lovely home and a 

husband who she adored.  

Henry opened the door and came into the kitchen. She turned round to kiss him and give 

him his beer. 

“Sit down” Henry said. “ I`ve got something to say.” 

Alice had no idea that in then ext two minutes her whole life was going to change. 

“I`m sorry”, he said. “And its our anniversary, as well. But it`s just that Kathy and I are in 

love. Boby won`t miss me, he`s too young.  
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She didn`t believe her ears. She was in a dream. “I`ll get ready for the party,” she said. 

She walked int the living room. When she returned, Henry was standing with his back to 

her, drinking his beer. She was carrying something heavy. He turned. “What on Earth….?” 

These were Henry Jackson`s last words. His wife bit him over the head. 

At first he didn`t move, then he fell to the floor. 

Suddenly Alice began to think very clearly. She took the ice statue back to the living 

room and phoned the police. 

Then she turned up the central heating, and went upstairs to put on some make-up.  

The police came quickly. 

“Is he alright?” she asked. 

“He`s dead.” 

Alice screamed. “No, no, not Henry! My Henry!Oh Henry! Through her tears  she told 

how she put the baby to bed, and came downstairs to find Henry on the kitchen floor. 

“Burglars” said Detective Parry. 

They took her into the living room. 

“Sit down, Mrs Jackson. Sergeant Taylor get Mrs Jackson a drink. A brandy with some 

ice. Phew! It`s hot in this room. I hope you understand, Mrs Jackson that  we have to search the 

house immidiately. We must find the murder weapon.” 

The room was getting hotter. Suddenly, an arm fell of the ice statue onto the table. It was 

melting. Sergeant Taylor went to the statue and picked up the melting arm. He broke it into bits 

and put some into Alice`s brandy. 

“Phew! Can I have a glass of water, Mrs Jackson? It`s so hot in here.” 

“I think we all need one,” said the detective, “and with ice.” They were all very hot and 

thirsty. 

Alice`s friends arrived. “Poo Alice! Poor Henry!”  They  cried and tried to comfort her. 

“Oh, thank you, thank you,” sobbed Alice. “Please … stay and have a drink Help 

yourselves.” 

They all had drinks- gin and tonic, 

whisky- and they all had ice. The statue was now 

nearly a pool of water on the floor. 

“I wonder what the burglar hit him with,” 

said one guest.  

“Who knows?” said another, taking a sip 

of her drink. Alice heard the conversation and 

smiled into her brandy. 
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Speaking Are these sentences true (√) or false (x)? 

1. Alice was waiting for her husband because she wanted to kill him. 

2. She was happy because it was her anniversary. 

3. She didn`t know what he was going to tell her. 

4. Henry said that he was in love with someone else. 

5. She thought for a long time about how to murder Henry. 

6. She turned up the central heating because the room was cold. 

7. After she murdered him, Alice was very clever in her behaviour. 

8. Alice his the murder weapon. 

Grammar time  

Past Continuous – O`tgan zamon davomli fe`li 

Yasalishi:  S+ was, wer + V+ing 

Affirmative/ Darak gap Negative/ Inkor gap Interrogative / So`roq gap 

I was working I was not working Was I  working? 

You  were working You  were not working Were you  working? 

He was working He was not working Was he  working? 

She was working She was not working Was she working? 

It was working It was  not working Was it working? 

We were working  We were  not working  Were we  working ? 

You were working You were not working Were you working? 

They were working They were working Were they working? 

Ishlatilishi: 

1. O`tgan zamonda aniq bir vaqtda barajaliyotgan ish harakatni bidiradi: 

I was doing my homework at 5 o`clock yesterday. 

2. Bir ishni bajarayotganda boshqa ish uni to`xtatib qo`yganda qo`llaniladi. Bunda 

bajarilayotgan ish past continuousda, uni to`xtatgan harakat past simple ishlatiladi: I was 

watching a TV when my friens called me. 

3. O`tgan zamonda ikkita parallel ravishda bajarilayotgan ish – harakatni bildiradi: While he 

was washing his car, his friend was playing a game. 

Key words: at 5 o`clock yesterday, at this time yesterday, when, while, as. 

Exercise . Choose the correct verb form. 

1. I saw/ was seeing a very good programme on Tv last night. 

2. While I shopped/ was shopping this morning, I lost/ was losing my money. I don`t know 

how. 

3.  Last week the police stopped / were stopping Alan in hiscar because he drove / was 

driving at over eighty miles an hour. 
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4. How did you cut/ were you cutting your finger? 

5. I cooked/ was cooking and I dropped/ was dropping the knife. 

6. When I arrived / was arriving at the party, everyone had/ was having a good time. 

7. Did you have/ were you having a good time last night?  

Hometask:  Fill in the gaps using the verbs in Past Simple or Past Continuous. 

It _____ (be) a rainy day of November. We __________ (come) from school at 2 o’clock. We 

________ (not be) very hungry but we ______(be) too cold. While we ____________ (walk) 

with my umbrella, we ______ (find) a coin. It _____(not be) a normal coin, it _____ (be) a 

strange coin. We ________ (not continue) walking. We _____ (be) a bit nervous. What should 

we do? Maybe, we______ to (have) put the coin where we ______ (find)it. We _____ (do) this. 

We ________ (walk) on the street, when a tall man ______ (ask) us for the coin. We 

______(tell) him that the coin _____ (be) at the beginning of the street. We _________ (know) 

what _____________ (happen), so we ________ (continue) walking. 

Tests 

1. Who is Henry?  

A)Alice`s husband  

B) Alice`s friend  

C) Alice`s brother  

2.It was that at exactly ______o`clock in the evening she was in the kitchen getting a beer for 

him out of the fridge and watching him up the path. 

A) six 

B) five 

C) seven 

3. When were their friends coming to their house for drink? 

 A) at 8 

B) at 7 

C)at 9 

4.How many guests were they waiting? 

A) 20 

B)25 

C)12 

5. Who was happy at the beginning? 

A) Alice 

B) Henry 
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C) Both  

6. How many children did they have? 

A) 1 

B)2 

C) none 

7. What was the murder`s weapon? 

A) statue 

B) knife 

C) pen 

8. Who came from the police?  

A) Detective Parry. 

B) Detective Pearson. 

C) Detective Pots 

9. What did the sergeant give the guests? 

A) brandy 

B) water 

C) wine  

10. Did the police find the murder weapon? 

A) No, it didn`t 

B) Yes, it did 

C) No , it did  

 

Lesson 10.  

The weekend shop 

I. Reading 

1. Sarah and Vicky are two students who share a flat. It is a 

Saturday morning and Sarah has written a shopping list.  

T.41. Read and listen to their conversation. 

V. It says here milk. How much milk do we need? 

S. Two pints. 

V. And eggs? How many eggs? 
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S. A dozen. 

V. And what about potatoes? How many potatoes? 

S. A kilo’s enough. 

V. And butter? How much? 

S. Just one packet. 

2. Match these quantities with the shopping list. 

A bottle of red                            six cans 

Just one white leaf six pork ones 

200 g of Cheddar four big ones 

Four packets 

 

 

3. Read and listen the rest of conversation. 

V. Do we need anything else? 

S. Let’s have a look. We’ve got some apples, but there aren’t any grapes. And there isn’t any 

coffee, but we have got some tea. 

V. Is there any orange juice left, or did somebody finish it? 

S. There is a little, but there isn’t much, so we need some more. 

V And vegetables? Have we got many vegetables? 

S. Well, I can see a few carrots but there aren’t many onions. 

V. Oh, and don’t forget we need a lot of crisps. My nephews are coming tomorrow! 

S. Right, then. I think that’s everything. Let’s go! By the way, how much money have you got? 
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Practice 

Discussing grammar 

1. Complete the sentences with some or any. 

1. Have you got ______brothers or sisters? 

2. We don’t need ______olive oil. 

3. Here are _____ letters for you.  

4. I need ____ money. 

5. Is there ____ petrol in the car? 

2. Complete the sentences with much or many . 

1. Have you got _____ homework? 

2. We don’t need ____ eggs. Just half a dozen. 

3. Is there _____traffic in your town? 

4. I don’t know ______ students in this class.  

5. How _____ people live in your house? 

3. Complete the sentences with a little, a few, or a lot of.  

1. I have ____ close friends. Two or three. 

2. He has ____money. He’s a millionaire.  

3. “Do you take sugar in coffee? “ Just_____, Half a spoonful.” 

4. “ Have you got ____CDs? “Hundreds” 
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5. I’ll be ready in ____ minutes. 

6. She speaks good Spanish, but only____ Russian.  

Something/someone/somewhere 

5. Complete the sentences with the correct word. 

Some 

any 

every 

no 

 

 

 

+ 

Thing 

One/body 

where 

 

1. “Did you meet _____ nice at the party?” 

“Yes, I met ____who knows you!” 

2. “Ouch! There’s in my eye!” 

Let me look. No, I can’t see____.” 

3. “Let’s go ____hot for our holidays.” 

“But we can’t go _____ that’s too expensive.” 

4. “I’m so unhappy. _____ loves me.” 

“I know ____ who loves you. Me.” 

5. I lost my glasses. I look. I looked ____, but I couldn’t find them. 

6. “Did you buy _____ at the shops!” 

“No, _____. I didn’t have any money.” 

7. I’m bored. I want ____ interesting to read, or ____interesting to talk to, or ___ interesting to 

go. 

8. It was a great party. ____loved it.  

T 4.3. Listen and check 

Town survey 

5. Work in groups. Talk about the good things and bad things about living in your town. Make a 

list. Compare your list with the class. 

Good things 

There are a lot of cafes and restaurants. 

There are some good shops. 

We can go on lots of walks. 
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Bad things. 

But we haven’t got any good clubs. 

There aren’t many…. 

There is only one …. 

There isn’t anywhere that we can…. 

Tests 

1. _____ there _____ chairs in the class? 

A) Are / a B) Are / some C) Are / there D) Are / any 

2. Yes, there are _____ chairs, but there are not _____ desks. 

A) some / any B) any / some C) any / any D) some / some 

3. A: _____ is there in the bedroom? 

B: There _____ 2 beds, 3 televisions, and 2 cupboards. 

A) How many / are B) What / is 

C) What / are D) How many / is 

4. A- _____ books _____ there under your desk? 

B- There _____ one. 

A) How much / are / is B) How many / is / is 

C) What / are / is D) How many / are / is 

5. There are _____ sandwiches, but there _____ any chips. 

A) some / aren’t B) any / aren’t 

C) some / are D) any / are 

6. A: Do you have any _____ ? 

B: No, I don’t. But I have _____ grammar books. 

A) dictionary / any B) a dictionary / some 

C) dictionaries / some D) dictionaries / any 

7. There is _____ photo of _____ teachers. 

A) some / some B) a / some 

C) some / any D) any / some 

8. How many _____ are there in the cupboard. 

A) glass B) of glasses C) a glass D) glasses 

9. In our garden there is _____ huge pine tree, and there are _____ 

bushes. 

A) a / a lot of B) an / many C) a / lot of D) * / many 

10. Is there _____ garden? 

A) any B) * C) a D) some 
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Lesson 11  

My uncle’s a shopkeeper. Articles. 

T4.4 Read and listen to the text 

My uncle is a shopkeeper. He has a shop in an 

old village by the River Thames near Oxford. The 

shop sells a lot of things – bread, milk, fruit, 

vegetables, newspapers – almost everything! It is also 

the village post office. The children in the village 

always stop to spend a few pence on sweets or ice-

cream on their way home from school. 

My uncle doesn’t often leave the village. He 

hasn’t got a car, so once a month he goes by bus to 

Oxford and has lunch at the Grand Hotel with some 

friends. He is one of the happiest men I know. 

   

Grammar 

DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES 

In English there are three articles: a, an, and the. Articles are used before nouns or noun 

equivalents and are a type of adjective. The definite article (the) is used before a noun to indicate 

that the identity of the noun is known to the reader. The indefinite article (a, an) is used before a 

noun that is general or when its identity is not known. There are certain situations in which a 

noun takes no article. 

As a guide, the following definitions and table summarize the basic use of articles. Continue 

reading for a more detailed explanation of the rules and for examples of how and when to apply 

them. 

Definite article 

the (before a singular or plural noun) 

Indefinite article 

a (before a singular noun beginning with a consonant sound) 

an (before a singular noun beginning with a vowel sound) 

Count nouns - refers to items that can be counted and are either singular or plural 

Non-count nouns - refers to items that are not counted and are always singular 
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 COUNT 

NOUNS 

NON-COUNT 

NOUNS 

Rule #1 

Specific identity not 

known 

a, an (no article) 

Rule #2 

Specific identity 

known 

the The 

Rule #3 

All things or things in 

general 

(no article) (no article) 

  

For the purposes of understanding how articles are used, it is important to know that nouns can 

be either count (can be counted) or noncount (indefinite in quantity and cannot be counted). In 

addition, count nouns are either singular (one) or plural (more than one). Noncount nouns are 

always in singular form. 

 

 

PRACTICE 

Discussing grammar 

1. In pairs, find one mistake in each sentence. 

1. He’s postman, so he has breakfast at 4 a.m. 

2. The love is more important than money.  

3. I come to the school by bus. 

4. I’m reading one good book at the moment.  

5. “Where’s Jack?” “In a kitchen.” 

6. In live in center of town, near the hospital. 

7. My parents bought the lovely house in the country. 

8. I don’t eat the bread because I don’t like it. 

2.Complete the sentences with a/an, the, or nothing. 

1. I have two children, ____boy and ____girl. ____boy is twenty-two and _____girl is nineteen.  

2. Mike is ____soldier in ____ army, and Chloe is at _____university. 
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3. My wife goes to ____work by ____train. She’s ____ accountant. I don’t have ____job. I stay 

at ____home and look after _____ children. 

4. What _____ lovely day! Why don’t we go for ____ picnic in ____ park? 

5. “ What did you have for ____ lunch?” “ Just _____sandwich.” 

Tests 

1. Champaigne is ______ French drink. 

A) a B) the C) an D) * 

2. A Mercedes is ______ German car. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

3. English is ______ international language. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

4. Milan is ______ Italian city. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

5. A JVC is ______ Japanese camera. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

6. I have two ______ . 

A) sister B) sisters C) a sister D) sister’s 

6. It’s ______ Spanish orange. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

7. It’s ______ green apple. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

8.  I need____milk for this recipe, but we're out. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

9. I need____ potato for this recipe, but we're out. 

A) a B) an C) the D) * 

10.  I enjoyed______ DVD you gave me for my birthday. 
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Lesson 12.  

The best shopping street in the world 

1. Match a famous shopping street with a town, and a product. 

 

2. Read the headline and the introduction of the newspaper article. Does anything surprise 

you? What do you want to find out when you read the article? Write some questions. 

3. Read the article quickly and answer the questions you have written.  

What is the best summery of the article? 

Nowy Swiat is the best shopping street in the world because….. 

… so many Polish people go walking there. 

… it is a pleasant place to shop and the shops are small. 

… everything is very expensive and very exclusive. 

… the shops sell quality goods that you can’t buy anywhere else.  

4. Read the article again and answer the questions. 

1. How do we know that Nowy Swiat is the most popular shopping street? 

2. Why is it such nice place to go shopping? 

3. What can you see in the  photos that described in the article? 

4. Why don’t many foreign people go to Nowy Swiat? 

5. Why are the things produced by Polish manufacturers so good? 

6. What can you buy here? What can’t you buy?    
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A recent survey has shown that the busiest shopping street in the world is not in London, 

New York, or Paris, but in Warsaw. It’s called Nowy Swiat which means New World. An 

incredible 14,000 Poles walk down this main street every hour. 

It is a lovely place to shop. The pavements are very wide. There are statues. palaces, attractive 

town houses, excusive cafes, and high-class restaurants. The buildings  aren’t too tall. They look 

old, but in fact the whole city was rebuilt after World War II.  

There aren’t any billboards or neon lights. There isn’t any loud music, and there aren’t many 

tourists. People think that Polish shops have nothing to sell, so nobody comes shopping here. 

The world doesn’t know about this paradise for shoppers-yet. 

It is now possible to buy almost everything in Warsaw. There are a lot of shops from the West, 

but the interesting thing is that Polish manufacturers are now producing high quality goods. They 

are good because they are not mass produced for world consumption. 

Nowy Swiat has a lot of small shops, Specialist shops, and chic shops. It hasn’t got the huge 

department stores that sell the same things everywhere. 

If you want an exquisite handmade suit, Nowy Swiat is the place to go. It isn’t cheap. You will 

pay up to 1,ooo pounds. For beautiful French baby clothes, go to Petit Bateau. You will pay 50 

pounds for a pair of blue jeans for a baby. Adress for a baby girl is about 90 pounds. At Desa, a 

famousantique shop, a desk costs 5,000 pounds and a 19 th century Russian icon is 200 pounds.  

Not everything isexpensive. At the shop Pantera you can buy leather goods – handbags, purses, 

coats, and belts. Cepelia specializes in folk art. There are also book shops and record shops. And 

there are a lot of small boutiques that sell men’s and women’s clothes that aren’t too expensive. 

If you are tired, stop at Café Blikle. This is a fashionable place to meet. You will find a lively 

atmosphere, and a lot of well-known Poles. The frozen yoghurt and ice-creams are excellent, and 

its famous doughnuts are delicious.  
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It is possible to travel the world and find the same things for sale in every country. But Warsaw 

is different because its shops are unique – and they’re in Nowy Swiat.  

Vocabulary and listening    

Buying things 

1. What can you buy or do in these places? Write two things for each place. 

Compare your ideas with the class.  

 

2. T 4.5 Listen to the conversation. Answer the questions.  

1. Where are the conversations taking place? Choose from the exercise 1.  

2. What does the customer want? 

3. Can the shop assistant/cashier help? 

4. How much does the customer pay? 

Lesson 13 

Nervous system. Grammar: Present Perfect and Past Simple Tense  

I. Reading 

Read the text and translate it into your native language 

Nervous system 
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The nervous system is a highly complex part of an animal that coordinates 

its actions and sensory information by transmitting signals to and from different parts of its body. 

The nervous system detects environmental changes that impact the body, then works in tandem 

with the endocrine system to respond to such events. Nervous tissue first arose in wormlike 

organisms about 550 to 600 million years ago. In vertebrates it consists of two main parts, 

the central nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The CNS consists of 

the brain and spinal cord. The PNS consists mainly of nerves, which are enclosed bundles of the 

long fibers or axons, that connect the CNS to every other part of the body. Nerves that transmit 

signals from the brain are called motor or efferent nerves, while those nerves that transmit 

information from the body to the CNS are called sensory or afferent. Spinal nerves serve both 

functions and are called mixed nerves. The PNS is divided into three separate subsystems, 

the somatic, autonomic, andenteric nervous systems. Somatic nerves mediate voluntary 

movement. The autonomic nervous system is further subdivided into the sympathetic and 

the parasympathetic nervous systems. The sympathetic nervous system is activated in cases of 

emergencies to mobilize energy, while the parasympathetic nervous system is activated when 

organisms are in a relaxed state. The enteric nervous system functions to control 

the gastrointestinal system. Both autonomic and enteric nervous systems function involuntarily. 

Nerves that exit from the cranium are called cranial nerves while those exiting from the spinal 

cord are called spinal nerves. 

II. Speaking part 

Answer the following questions: 

1. What is nervous system and tell its functions 

2. How many parts are there in central nervous system? 

3.Which nerves does serve to transmit information from the body to the CNS? 

4. What is called nerves that exit from the cranium? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavior
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_potential
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocrine_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_tissue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ediacara_biota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ediacara_biota
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peripheral_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinal_cord
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nerve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motor_nerve_fibers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efferent_nerve_fiber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinal_nerve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somatic_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomic_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enteric_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sympathetic_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasympathetic_nervous_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastrointestinal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cranial_nerves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spinal_nerves
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5. How many subsystems is divided PNS? 

III. Vocabulary and listening 

Nervous 

System 

The body's command system; communicates information throughout the body 

and controls the body's response to stimuli 

Stimulus Any change or signal in the internal or external environment that can make an 

organism react. 

Neuron Cells that carry information through your nervous system. 

Receptor Location where a stimulus is picked up. 

Sensory 

Neuron 

Type of neuron that picks up stimuli from the internal or external environment 

through sensory organs. 

Interneuron Type of neuron that interprets a nerve impulse and creates a response for it. 

(brain & spinal cord) 

Motor Neuron Type of neuron that sends out impulses to the muscles resulting in a response 

to a stimuli. 

Nerve 

Impulse 

Message that a neuron carries. 

 

Listen the tape recorder and fill the missing word from the box 

 

spinal cord                        involuntary                  heartbeat                          peripheral 

 

Receive                             components                     rudimentary             vertebrate 

 

The nervous system is what enables animals to send,______ , and process nerve and sensory 

impulses, as well as to move their muscles. In _______animals, this system can be divided into 

three main_____: the central nervous system (which includes the brain and spinal cord), the 

________nervous system (the smaller nerves that branch off from the _____and carry nerve 

signals to distant muscles and glands), and the autonomic nervous system (which controls 

______activity such as the _____and digestion). Mammals possess the most advanced nervous 

systems, while invertebrates have nervous systems that are much more_______. 

Grammar 

The Present Perfect tense or The past Simple 

What's the difference? Present Perfect and Past Simple 

Present Perfect Simple Past Simple 

https://www.thoughtco.com/facts-about-mammals-everyone-should-know-4065168
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Unfinished actions that started in the past 

and continue to the present: 

 I've known Julie for ten years (and I still 

know her). 

Finished actions: 

 I knew Julie for ten years (but then she moved 

away and we lost touch). 

A finished action in someone's life (when 

the person is still alive: life experience): 

 My brother has been to Mexico three 

times. 

A finished action in someone's life (when the 

person is dead): 

 My great-grandmother went to Mexico three times. 

A finished action with a result in the 

present: 

 I've lost my keys! (The result is that I can't 

get into my house now). 

A finished action with no result in the present: 

 I lost my keys yesterday. It was terrible! (Now 

there is no result. I got new keys yesterday). 

With an unfinished time word (this week, 

this month, today): 

 I've seen John this week. 

With a finished time word (last week, last month, 

yesterday): 

 I saw John last week. 

 

 IV. Writing 

Complete the conversations using the present perfect simple or the past simple of the verbs in brackets. 

1. I know Sally Robinson.’ ‘ Really?  How long (you/know) her?’ Oh, for quite a long time now.’ 

‘ When _____(you/first/meet) her?’  

2. ______(your husband/ ever/have pneumonia?’ ‘ Yes, he _____(have) it twice. He ____(have)  

it ten years ago, and once when he _____(be) a child. 

3. (it’s 10 o’clock in the morning) ‘ _____(you/see) Mrs Carter this morning?’ ‘ Yes, I _____(see) 

her when I ______(arrive) in the office, but she ____-(go) out soon afterwards.’ 

4. (It’s the middle of the afternoon) I’m really hungry. I ______(not/have) any breakfast this 

morning and I _____(not/have) time to go out for anything to eat this afternoon. 
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Tests 

1. He ..... there when he was a child 

a) has lived 

b) lived 

2. I ........ her since last year 

a) haven’t seen 

b) didn’t see 

3. They ......... a few minutes ago 

a) left 

b) has left 

4. She .......... unemployed since she left school 

a) has not been 

b) was not 

5. They ....... the contract last week 

a) have finalised 

b) finalised 

6. The film .......... yet 

a) hasn’t started 

b) didn’t start 

7. She ........ ill since Thursday 

a) was 

b) has been 

8. I ........ the project last night 

a) have finished 

b) finished 

9. Look- someone ....... their handbag in the room 

a) left 

b) has left 

10.  ............ to Rome? 

a) Did you ever go 

b) Have you ever been 
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Lesson 14 

Digestive system.  

Grammar: Adverbs . for and since 

I. Reading 

 Read and analyze the text 

Digestive System 

The digestive system is one of the largest organ 

systems in the human body. It is responsible for 

processing ingested food and liquids. The cells of the 

human body all require a wide array of chemicals to 

support their metabolic activities, from organic 

nutrients used as fuel to the water that sustains life at 

the cellular level. The digestive system not only 

effectively chemically reduces the compounds in 

food into their fundamental building blocks, but also 

acts to retain water and excrete undigested materials. 

The functions of the digestive system can be 

summarized as follows: ingestion (eat food), 

digestion (breakdown of food), absorption (extraction of nutrients from the food), and defecation 

(removal of waste products). 

The digestive system consists of a group of organs that form a closed tube-like structure called 

the gastrointestinal tract (GI tract) or the alimentary canal. For convenience, the GI tract is 

divided into upper GI tract and lower GI tract. The organs that make up the GI tract include the 

mouth, the esophagus, the stomach, the small intestine, and the large intestine. There are also 

several accessory organs that secrete various enzymes into the GI tract. These include the 

salivary glands, the liver, and the pancreas. 

II. Speaking part 

Discuss the following questions 

1. What is the digestive system of animals? 

2. What are the functions of digestive system? 

3. How many group of organs does the digestive system consist of? 

4. Tell about the organs that include GI? 

III. Vocabulary and listening 

A B 

Digestive System all of teh organs and activities involved in the 

ingestion, digestion and absorption of food 
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Organs part of an organism that performs a specific 

function 

Esophagus he muscular tube that connects the mouth to 

the stomach 

Peristalsis the wave-like muscular contractoins that move 

food through the tubular organs of the 

digestive system 

Stomach an enlarged and muscular saclike organ that 

bathes the food in acid 

Small Intestine the narrow, winding, upper part of the 

intestine where digetion is completed and 

nutrients are absorbed by the blood 

Large Intestine the long, wide tube that food goes through 

after it goes through the small intestine 

Enzyme chemical produced by the body to aid in 

digestion 

Pancreas an enzyme-producing gland located below the 

stomach and above the intestines 

Gall Bladder small saclike organ that stores the bile 

produced by the liver 

Liver organ that produces bile 

Bile a digestive fluid that aids in the digestion of 

fats 

Saliva a clear liquid secreted into the ,outh by the 

salivary glands that begins the digestion of 

starches 

Diffusion the process by which materials are transported 

through an area 

Membrane a thin sheet of tissue that covers, lines or 

connects organs or cells of animals 

Permeable allowing (especially liquids) to pass through 

 

Listen the tape recorder and fill the missing word from the box 

       Ruminant                        fibrous                  cloacas 

 

       intestines                         break down          vertebrate 
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Animals need to _____the food they eat into its essential components in order to fuel their 

metabolism. Invertebrate animals have simple digestive systems—in one end, out the other (as in 

the case of worms or insects)—but all _______animals are equipped with some combination of 

mouths, throats, stomachs, ______, and anuses or_______, as well as organs (such as the liver 

and pancreas) that secrete digestive enzymes______ mammals such as cows have four stomachs 

in order to efficiently digest ______plants. 

Grammar 

Adverbs. For and since 

 

IV. Writing task 

Sort out the words according to the rule 
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1. Andrea lives next door so we _____ see her. 

a) never 

b) often 

c) rarely 

2. Nancy and I [30%] _____ go out for coffee together. 

a) never 

b) frequently 

c) occasionally 

3. We meet _____ at the Annual General Meeting. 

a) never 

b) every day 

c) yearly 

4. My doctor __________ . 

a) yearly checks my health 

b) checks yearly my health 

c) checks my health yearly 

5. It [0%] _____ rains here in the summer. 

a) never 

b) sometimes 
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c) rarely 

6. _____ we take the dog off his leash at the beach. 

a) sometimes 

b) never 

c) rarely 

7. My sister __________ two days of school in a row. 

a) often has missed 

b) has missed often 

c) has often missed 

8. My boyfriend and I take vacations together quite _____ . 

a) never 

b) hardly 

c) frequently 

9. Andy [10%] __________ gets to visit with his cousins. 

a) very frequently 

b) very rarely 

c) very often 

10. I don't earn much because I __________ . 

a) never went to college 

b) went never to college 

c) went to college never 

 

Lesson 15 

I. Reading task 

Read the text and translate into your own 

language 

The endocrine system 

Endocrine system, any of the systems found in 

animals for the production of hormones, 

substances that regulate the functioning of the 

organism. Such a system may range, at its 

simplest, from the neurosecretory, involving one 
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or more centres in the nervous system, to the complex array of glands found in the human 

endocrine system. 

The endocrine system encompasses a group of tissues that release hormones into circulation 

for travel to and action on distant targets. An endocrine tissue is typically a ductless gland (e.g, 

pituitary, thyroid) that releases its hormones into capillaries that permeate the tissue. These 

glands are richly supplied with blood. However, non-typical endocrine tissues also contribute 

important hormones to circulation, e.g, secretion of atrial natriuretic peptide from the heart, 

erythropoietin from the kidney, insulin-like growth factor from the liver, and leptin from fat. 

New hormones continue to be discovered. Some act only on a single tissue, whereas others 

have effects on virtually all cells of the body. The effects of hormones on their targets are 

varied—from enhancement of nutrient uptake to altering cell division and differentiation, 

among many others. 

II. Speaking part 

Discuss the following questions 

1. What is the endocrine system? 

2.  For what does serve endocrine system? 

3. Is there any influence of non-typical endocrine? 

4. How do new hormones appear? 

III. Listening 

adaptations internal heterogeneous bloodstream lactation 

 

female survive     endocrine systems  Fear stimulate 

 

In order to _____, animals must constantly adapt to changes in the environment. 

The nervous and ______ both work together to bring about this adaptation. In general the 

nervous system responds rapidly to short-term changes by sending electrical impulses along 

nerves and the endocrine system brings about longer-term ______ by sending out chemical 

messengers called hormones into the blood stream. In general Endocrine system is represented 

by a set of _______ structure and origin of formations capable of_____ secretion, ie the release 

of biologically active substances (hormones) that flow directly into the ________. 

For example, think about what happens when a male and ______ cat meet under your bedroom 

window at night. The initial response of both cats may include spitting, fighting and spine 

tingling yowling - all brought about by the nervous system. ______ and stress then activates the 

adrenal glands to secrete the hormone adrenaline which increases the heart and respiratory rates. 

If mating occurs, other hormones _________ the release of ova from the ovary of the female and 

a range of different hormones maintains pregnancy, delivery of the kittens and _______. 

Grammar 

Short answers 

https://www.britannica.com/science/nervous-system
https://www.britannica.com/science/human-endocrine-system
https://www.britannica.com/science/human-endocrine-system
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Introduction 

We use short answers in English grammar to respond to yes/no questions, or to agree with a 

statement. Positive short answers are formed with yes + subject + auxiliary verb, 

and negative answers with no + subject + negated auxiliary verb. 

Learn the rules for answering yes/no questions in English with Lingolia and practise using short 

answers in the exercises. 

Example 

 

 Have you got a girlfriend? 

 Yes, I have. 

 Is she nice? 

 Yes, she is. 

 Do you see each other very often? 

 No, we don’t. 

 Does she live in the same town as you? 

 No, she doesn’t. 

 Can I meet her one day? 

 Yes, you can. 

Usage 

Answering an yes/no question with just the word yes or no can sound rude. On the other hand, 

answering a yes/no question with a full sentence is repetitive and can sound unnatural. In the 

English language, we use short answers to respond to yes/no questions in a neutral and natural 

manner. 

Example: 

Have you got a girlfriend? – Yes, I have. 

Sounds neutral and natural. 

Have you got a girlfriend? – Yes. 

Sounds rude, or like the person does not want to answer the question. 

Have you got a girlfriend? – Yes I have got a girlfriend. 

https://english.lingolia.com/en/grammar/sentences/questions
https://english.lingolia.com/en/grammar/verbs/auxiliary-verbs
https://english.lingolia.com/en/grammar/sentences/negation
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Sounds repetitive and unnatural. 

We can also use short answers to agree or disagree with statements. 

Example: 

My girlfriend is beautiful. – Yes, she is./No, she isn’t. 

IV.Writing 

 
Lesson 16 

Reproductive system. Grammar: Second conditional 

I. Reading 

 

Animal reproductive system, any of the organ systems by which animals reproduce. 

The role of reproduction is to provide for the continued existence of a species; it is the process 

by which living organisms duplicate themselves. Animals compete with other individuals in the 

environment to maintain themselves for a period of time sufficient to enable them to produce 

tissue nonessential to their own survival, but indispensable to the maintenance of the species. 

The additional tissue, reproductive tissue, usually becomes separated from the individual to form 

a new, independent organism. 

Unlike most other organ systems, the reproductive systems of higher animals have not generally 

become more complex than those of lower forms. Asexual reproduction (i.e., reproduction not 

involving the union of gametes), however, occurs only in the invertebrates, in which it is 

common, occurring in animals as highly evolved as the sea squirts, which are closely related to 

https://www.britannica.com/science/organ-biology
https://www.britannica.com/science/reproduction-biology
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/environment
https://www.britannica.com/science/asexual-reproduction
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the vertebrates. Temporary gonads are common among lower animals; in higher animals, 

however, gonads are permanent organs. Hermaphroditism, in which one individual contains 

functional reproductive organs of both sexes, is common among lower invertebrates; yet separate 

sexes occur in such primitive animals as sponges, and hermaphroditism occurs in animals more 

highly evolved—e.g., the lower fishes. Gonads located on or near the animal surface are 

common in the lowest invertebrates, but in higher animals they tend to be more deeply situated 

and often involve intricate duct systems. In echinoderms, which are among the highest 

invertebrates, the gonads hang directly into the sea and spill their gametes into the water. In 

protochordates, gametes are released into a stream of respiratory water that passes directly into 

the sea. 

II. Speaking 

Answer the following questions: 

1. How can you understand by reproductive system? 

2. Explain the role of Reproductive system. 

3. What is the difference of reproductive system between higher animals and lower forms? 

4. What is hermaphroditism? 

5. How are gonads located in higher animals? 

Vocabulary 

1. castration removing the testicles of the male to prevent 

breeding 

2. colostrum first milk produced after a mammal gives birth 

that contains anti bodies needed for immunity 

3. estrus when a female is receptive to be bred (also 

called "in heat") 

4. Gestation time and animal is pregnant 

5. estrus cycle length of a female"s cycle from are estrus to 

the next 

 

6. lactation period of time that milk is secreted by the 

mammary gland 

7. paturation the act of giving birth 

8. puberty Age at which animals reach sexual maturity 

and begin to come into heat 

 

III. Listening  

behavior fertilize                 evolution                                    gonads 

 

important reptiles                Invertebrate                         milk-secreting 

 

https://www.britannica.com/science/hermaphroditism
https://www.britannica.com/animal/animal
https://www.thoughtco.com/facts-about-reptiles-4090030
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Arguably the most ______ organ system from the perspective of _____, the reproductive system 

enables animals to create offspring. _______ animals exhibit a wide range of reproductive ____, 

but the bottom line is that (at some point during the process) females create eggs and males 

_____ the eggs, either internally or externally. All vertebrate animals—from fish to ____ to 

human beings—possess _____, paired organs that create sperm (in males) and eggs (in females). 

The males of most higher vertebrates are equipped with penises, and the females with vaginas, 

______ nipples, and wombs in which fetuses gestate. 

Grammar 

When we are thinking about a situation in the present or future that is hypothetical, unlikely or 

impossible, we use: 

If + Past Simple, ...Would + Verb 

We use a past verb though are imagining the present or the future to be different. 

The second clause of subject + would + verb (conditional verb) is conditional to the first clause 

happening (or will only happen if the first part/clause happens). 

Example: If I won the lottery, I would travel around the world. 

= It is unlikely that I will win the lottery, but I'm going to hypothetically imagine that I did win. 

In that situation I would travel around the world. So in order for me to travel around the world, I 

would need the first clause (the condition or situation) to happen, that is, for me to win the 

lottery first. 

 If I won the lottery, I would travel around the world. (Though I am unlikely to win the 

lottery) 

 If I knew his name, I would tell you. 

 If I didn't have a headache, I would go to the party. 

 If I became President, I would reduce the salaries of all politicians. (Though it is unlikely 

I will become President) 

Notice how we use a comma after the past tense clause. 

We can also reverse the order and use: 

Conditional verb (would + verb) + If + Past Simple 

 I would be happy if I had more free time. 

 I would tell you the answer if I knew what it was. 

 There would be fewer accidents if everyone drove more carefully. 

 We would have a lot of money if we sold our house. 

 Would she come if I paid for her flight? 

 Would you accept the job if they offered it to you? 

 What would you do if you won the lottery? 

 What would you do if you saw a U.F.O? 

https://www.thoughtco.com/essential-facts-about-fish-4096595
https://www.thoughtco.com/facts-about-reptiles-4090030
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Notice how the comma is not necessary with this word order. 

If I were ... 

Note that with the verb To Be we use IF + I / HE / SHE / IT + WERE 

The reason we use WERE instead of WAS is because the sentence is in the Subjunctive mood. 

 If I were not in debt, I would quit my job. 

 If he were taller, he'd be accepted into the team. 

 She would still be correcting my grammar if she were still alive. 

Though in informal English, you will hear some people say If I was... If he was... etc. This usage 

doesn't sound good though unfortunately is common. 

Grammar exercise 

1. If I (be)_______you, I ______(get) a new job. 

2. If he (be)_____ younger, he (travel)______more. 

3.  If we______(not/be) friends, I_____(be) angry. 

4. If I ______ (have) enough money, I______ (buy) a big. 

5. If she______ (not/be) always so late, she _______ (be) promoted. 

6. If we______ (win) the lottery, we_______ (travel) the world. 

7.  If you ______ (have) a better job, we ______ (be) able to buy a new car. 

8. If I ____ (speak) perfect English, I ______ (have) a good job. 

9. If we _____ (live) in Mexico, I ______ (speak) Spanish. 

10. If she____ (pass) the exam, she ______ (be) able to enter university. 

IV. Writing  

Write down your ideas on the topic “If I won million dollars I would ” using second conditional 

Tests 

1. If Bill ...... a bike, he ...... it every day. 

A. Had, would ride 

B. Had, rode 

C. Would have, would ride 

2. If Carol ...... a cat, she ...... it Monty. 
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A. Would have, called 

B. Had, would call 

C. Would have, would call 

3.  I ...... very happy if I ...... Japanese. 

A. Would be, spoke 

B. Would be, would speak 

C. Were, would speak 

4. Joe and Sally ...... Zoe if they ...... her number. 

A. Phoned, would know 

B. Phoned, knew 

C. Would phone, knew  

5. If I ...... her some money, she ...... it all at once. 

A. Would give, would spend 

B. Gave, would spend 

C. Would give, spent  

6. He ...... at the Sheraton if he ...... a poor man. (not stay, be) 

A. Wouldn't stay, would be 

B. Didn't stay, were 

C. Wouldn't stay, were  

7.  If I ...... a car, I ...... to work.  

A. Had, drove 

B. Would have, would drive 

C. Had, would drive 

8. If you ...... a tiger in the street, what ......? 

A. Saw, would you do 
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B. 'd seen, would you do 

C. Saw, did you do  

9. If I ...... stronger, I ...... you to carry the piano. 

A. Am, 'd help 

B. Were, 'd help 

C. 'd be, 'd help  

10. They ...... stupid if they  ...... him about their secret. 

A. 'd be, told 

B. Were, told 

C. 'd be, 'd tell 

Lesson 17.  

Muscular system. Grammar: Phrasal verbs 

I. Reading  

Muscular System 

Three types of muscles 

The muscular system can be broken down into three types of muscles: skeletal, smooth and 

cardiac, according to the NIH. 

Skeletal muscles are the only voluntary muscle tissue in the human body and control every 

action that a person consciously performs. Most skeletal muscles are attached to two bones 

across a joint, so the muscle serves to move parts of those bones closer to each other, according 

to The Merck Manual. 

Visceral, or smooth, muscle is found inside organs such as the stomach and intestines, as well as 

in blood vessels. It is called a smooth muscle because, unlike skeletal muscle, it does not have 

the banded appearance of skeletal or cardiac muscle. The weakest of all muscle tissues, visceral 

muscles contract to move substances through the organ, according to The Merck 

Manual.  Because visceral muscle is controlled by the unconscious part of the brain, it is known 

as involuntary muscle, as it cannot be controlled by the conscious mind. 

Found only in the heart, cardiac muscle is an involuntary muscle responsible for pumping blood 

throughout the body, according to The Merck Manual. The heart's natural pacemaker is made of 

cardiac muscle that signals other cardiac muscles to contract. Like visceral muscles, cardiac 

http://www.merckmanuals.com/home/bone_joint_and_muscle_disorders/biology_of_the_musculoskeletal_system/introduction_to_the_biology_of_the_musculoskeletal_system.html
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muscle tissue is controlled involuntarily. While hormones and signals from the brain adjust the 

rate of contraction, cardiac muscle stimulates itself to contract. 

Read the statements and say if it is true or false 

1. The muscular system can be broken down into three types of muscles: skeletal, smooth. 

2. Most skeletal muscles are attached to two bones across a joint, so the muscle serves to 

distinguish an animal's native tissues from foreign bodies and pathogens like viruses, bacteria, 

and parasites. 

3. Unlike skeletal muscle, smooth muscle does not have the banded appearance of skeletal or 

cardiac muscle. 

4. Cardiac muscle stimulates itself to contract, while hormones and signals from the brain adjust 

the rate of contraction 

II. Speaking 

Answer to the following questions 

1. How many types of muscles do you know?  

2. Describe the function of muscles 

3. Call the muscles that are inside of stomach and intestines. 

4. By which organ is viscelar muscle controlled? 

5. How does cardiac muscle stimulates itself to contract? 

Useful vocabulary 

A B 

Muscular System The more than 600 muscles that work 

together to move the body. 

Skeletal Muscle The voluntary muscle that attaches to bone 

and allows the body move. 

Striated Banded or striped 

Smooth Muscle The involuntary tissue that makes up the 

muscle found in internal organs. 

Cardiac Muscle The involuntary muscle tissue that is found 

ONLY in the heart. 

Tendons Thick connective tissue that holds muscle to 
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bone. 

Ligament Thick connective tissue that holds bone to 

bone. 

Involuntary Muscle Muscle tissue that is not under our conscious 

control. 

Voluntary Muscle Muscle tissue that is under our conscious 

control. 

Contraction The change in a muscle by which it becomes 

thicker and shorter. 

III. Listening 

smooth cardiac circulatory sponges contraction 

vertebrates grasp skeletal tissues epithelial 

 

Muscles are the ____ that allow animals both to move and to control their movements. There are 

three main components of the muscular system: _____ muscles (which enable higher _____ to 

walk, run, swim, and ____ objects with their hands or claws), ____ muscles (which are involved 

in breathing and digestion, and are not under conscious control); and ____ or heart muscles, 

which power the _____ system. (Some invertebrate animals, like ______, completely lack 

muscular tissues, but can still move thanks to the _____ of ____cells). 

Grammar 

Break up          call off       drop out           get by         get out of        go off 

Go on          hold up         put up      take up       turn down               work out 

1. Diane phoned and asked if we could put her up for the night. (give her a bed) 

2. Ed and Liz have _____. Liz is going out with Colin now. (separated) 

3. He says he’s sick of photography and he’s going to ______ painting now instead. (start) 

4. He was doing a degree at Harvard but he_____after failing on of his exams. (gave up and left) 

5. I didn’t want to go to dinner with them but there was no way I could _____it. (find an excuse 

to go to) 

6. I’m not very good at Spanish but I _____When I was in Chile last year. (managed to 

communicate) 

https://www.thoughtco.com/animal-anatomy-epithelial-tissue-373206
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7. Marina was offered an amazing job in New York but she ____it _____because she wanted to 

stay in Boston. (didn’t accept) 

8. Our flight was _____ for the three hours by bad weather. (delayed) 

9. She _____asking me questions until in the end I had to tell her the truth. (didn’t stop) 

10. She used to love scuba diving but she ____it after her boyfriend got attacked by a shark. (lost  

her enthusiasm for)  

Lesson 18.  

The skeletal system. Grammar: Social eхpressions 

The skeletal system 

Skeletal systems provide structure and protection for a variety of organisms. A water-based 

skeleton provides the structure necessary for movement in worms. The hard external skeleton 

(exoskeleton) not only provides a protective mechanism for many organisms but also assists in 

movement of insects. The internal skeleton (endoskeleton) present in many animals provides the 

structural network for support, protection, and movement. 

Many animals have a water-based skeleton, or hydrostatic skeleton. Hydrostatic skeletons do 

not contain hard structures, such as bone, for muscles to pull against. Rather, the muscles 

surround a fluid-filled body cavity. In a worm, for example, movement occurs when muscle cells 

contract, and the contractions squeeze internal fluid (the hydrostatic skeleton) against the skin, 

causing the worm to stiffen and the body to shorten and widen. The squirming motion of a worm 

also depends on a hydrostatic skeleton. 

A second type of skeleton, the exoskeleton, exists in arthropods and mollusks. In mollusks, the 

exoskeleton is a hard, protective outer covering. An example is a clamshell; when a clam’s 

muscles contract, they close the shell rapidly, creating a spurt of water that propels the clam. In 

arthropods, the exoskeleton also provides protection and movement. Usually, wings are attached 

by muscles in the hard body surface, which provides a foundation for the muscle contractions. 

Muscle contractions raise and lower the wings, allowing flight. 

Bone contains concentric rings of tissue in which bone cells called osteoblasts produce the 

inorganic materials (fibers and matrix) of bone. Much of this material is calcium phosphate, 

formed from calcium and phosphorus delivered by the blood. Living, mature bone cells 

calledosteocytes are also located in the bone. Bone-destroying cells called osteoclasts break 

down bone, thus providing a turnover of bone material needed in other areas. The combination of 

bone cells and bone tissue comprises a unit called a Haversian system. Blood vessels and nerves 

also exist within the Haversian system. 

Read the statements and say whether true or false 
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1. Endoskeleton not only provides a protective mechanism for many organisms but also assists in 

movement of insects. 

2. The exoskeleton is a hard, protective outer covering in mollusks 

3. Exoskeleton provides more than two functions. 

4. Fibers and matrix are formed by liver. 

5. Osteoclasts serve for turning of bone material need in other areas. 

II. Speaking 

Answer the given questions. 

1. What skeleton  does provide the structure necessary for movement in worms? 

2. What functions do the hard external bones serve? 

3. What is osteoclast? 

Useful vocabulary 

A B 

Skeleton Greek word meaning "a dried body" 

Connective Tissue Type of tissue that provides support for the 

body and unites its parts. 

Periosteum The outermost layer of bone. 

Compact Bone The dense layer of bone that lies beneath the 

periosteum. 

Spongy bone Porous, lightweight and strong tissue that 

makes up the inside of a bone. 

Red Marrow Type of bone marrow that produces red and 

white blood cells. 

Yellow Marrow Type of marrow that is composed of fat cells 

and stores energy. 

Ossification The hardening of cartilage into bone. 

Joints Places where two bones meet. 

Ligaments Thick connective tissue that holds bone to 

bone. 

Tendons Thick connective tissue that holds bone to 
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muscle. 

Cartilage Soft, flexible, connective tissue that acts as a 

cushion between bones and provides a 

slippery surface to reduce friction. 

Skeletal System The system that supports and protects the 

body. 

III. Listening 

Fill the gap   

jellyfish endoskeletons     calcium exoskeleton 

proteins invertebrate integrity trillions 

Higher animals are composed of ____ of differentiated cells, and thus need some way to 

maintain their structural ____. Many _____ animals (such as insects and crustaceans) have 

external body coverings, also known as exoskeletons, composed of chitin and other tough _____; 

sharks and rays are held together by cartilage; and vertebrate animals are supported by internal 

skeletons, also known as ______, assembled from _____ and various organic tissues. Many 

invertebrate animals completely lack any kind of endoskeleton or ______; witness soft-

bodied _____, sponges, and worms. 

Social expressions 

Match the following social expressions with their responds. 

  

1)    Some one sneezes. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

2)   You’re just  going to start eating. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

3)   Someone says ,“Have a nice day!“ What do you say?   (   ) 

  

4)   Someone thanks you for something. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

5)   Refuse an invitation politely.   (   ) 

  

6)   Your  friend  is ill. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

7)   You want to smoke. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

8)   You need the salt. It’s at the other end of the table. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

9)   A friend has just had a baby. What do you say?   (   ) 

https://www.thoughtco.com/facts-about-jellyfish-4102061
https://www.thoughtco.com/facts-about-jellyfish-4102061
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10) Great a friend on December 25th.   (   ) 

  

11)  It’s a friend’s birthday. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

12) A friend is leaving for the airport. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

13) You’re late for a meeting. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

14) A friend spilt coffee on your best suit. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

15) You’ve just finished chatting to a friend. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

16) A friend can’t come to dinner. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

17) A friend offers to give you a lift home. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

18) A colleague gives you a birthday present. What do you say?   (   ) 

  

19) You want someone to pass your greetings on to another person. What do you 

say?   (   ) 

 

a.    That would be nice, thank you.   /  That’s very kind of you. 

  

b.    Bless you! 

  

c.    What a pity!  Maybe next time. 

  

d.    Merry Christmas!  /  Happy Christmas! 

  

e.    I’d love to come, but I’m afraid I have to ….. 

  

f.    That’s very kind of you!   /   You really shouldn’t have! 

  

g.    I hope you feel better soon.  /  I hope you get better soon. 

  

h.    Bon appetit.  /   Enjoy your meal! 

  

i.      Don’t mention it! / You’re welcome! /  It was a pleasure! /  My pleasure! 

  

j.     Bye, see you soon!  /  See you later! 

  

k.    Sorry!  /  Sorry  I’m late.  /   Excuse me! 
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l.      Have a good flight / trip  /  holiday! 

  

m.   Congratulations! 

  

n.    You , too.  /  The same to you!    /   Thank you, the same to you. 

  

o.    Could you pass the salt, please? 

  

p.    Never mind.  /   It doesn’t matter.  /  Don’t worry. 

  

q.    May I smoke?  /  Do you mind if I smoke? 

  

r.     Happy Birthday!  /  Many happy returns! 

  

s.     Give / Pass  my regards to …  / Remember me to  …. 

Tests 

1. What are the appropriate greetings when we greet people? 

a) Good morning, good night, good evening, good afternoon 

b) Good night, good noon, good evening, good morning 

c) Good morning, good night, good evening, good noon 

2. It's 8 am. What is the appropriate greeting? 

A) Good night 

b) Good morning 

c) Good evening 

d) Good afternoon 

3. I want to sleep. What is the appropriate greeting? 

a) Good afternoon 

b) Good evening 

c) Good morning 

d) Good night 

4. It's 12 pm - 1 pm. What is the appropriate greeting? 

a) Good evening 

b) Good afternoon 

c) Good morning 

d) Good night 

5. I want to play football at the field. What is the appropriate greeting? 

a) Good morning 

b) Good afternoon 

c) Good evening 

d) Good night 

6. " Hello, I'm Nurul. I'm 10. " What is the age of Nurul? 

a) 10 years old 

b) 15 years old 

c) 20 years old 
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LESSON 19 

Hopes and ambitions. Grammar verb patterns. 

Starter 

Complete these sentences with ideas about you 

 One day I want … 

 I can … but I cannot … 

 Right now, I would like to…  

 Tonight I am going…  

 I enjoy… because I like
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I.LISTENING 

Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Hi, my name is Samir and I'm from Sweden. I'm going to talk about six things I want to do in my 

life. First of all, I want to travel the world and meet new people, see new places, and learn new 

cultures. It's really interesting for me, and yeah, I think everybody should travel a lot as long as they 

get the chance. 

Then, maybe before my travelling, I want to learn at least five languages. I like talking different 

languages and it's really fun, and like people don't expect that you talk that specific language 

maybe, and yeah, it's really fun. 

The third thing I want to do is own my own company. I want to be my own boss. I don't want to 

have to someone else give me orders or something. I want to own my own company and have at 

least ten employees to give orders and help them in my company. It will be really fun. It's really 

interesting. 

And the fourth thing is that I want to live in an exotic country, like live at the beach or in some 

exotic place. It will be a new thing for me because I live in Sweden and I go to the other side of the 

world would be really nice and a completely new thing for me, so that's the fourth things I want to 

do. 

The fifth thing is I have a fear of heights. I can't be like tall buildings at the top of the building and 

look down. I'll be really scared, so I have to overcome my fear of heights, and I think it will be 

really difficult for me but I have to overcome it ... 

 

Because after that I want to travel by skydiving. Like go around in the plane and just jump and feel 

free. It will be really nice, I think. Just skydiving and you're flying, so that's my six things I want to 

do in my life. 

1) Amir thinks everyone should travel ____.  

2) He wants to learn ___ languages.  

3) He wants to ______ .  

4) He wants to live ______ .  

5) He is afraid of _____ .  

 

II VOCABULARY 

to travel 

culture  

chance 

expect 

employee 

exotic 

fear  

height 

путешествовать 

 культура 

шанс 

ожидать 

работник 

экзотический 

страх 

высота 

sayohat qilmoq 

 madaniyat 

imkoniyat 

 kutish 

 xodim 

 ekzotik 

 qo'rquv 

 balandligi 
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scare  

overcome 

skydiving 

 

попугать 

преодолеть 

прыжки с парашютом 
 

 qo'rqitmoq 

yengmoq 

 parvoz 
 

 

III. WRITING (GRAMMAR) 

 

Grammar spot 

 Verb+to+infinitive  

They want to buy a new house 

  Verb +-ing                                                                                              

  Everyone loves going to parties 

   Verb + ing or + to + infinitive with no change in meaning                          

  It began raining / to rain                                                          

 Verb+ preposition+ -ing                                                                            

 We are thinking of moving house  

 

Discussing grammar 

In these sentences, one or two verbs are correct, but not all three. Tick (√) the correct verbs 

1. I ______to live in a hot country                                                             

 a __ want    b __ enjoy     c ___would like 

2. We_____ going to Italy for our holidays  

a__ are hoping    b __ are thinking of     c ___like 

3. I ________go home early tonight  

a __ want    b __ like      c ___can 

4. I ________to see you again soon                                                           

 a __ hope    b __ am looking forward     c ___would like 

5. Do you _________ learning English?                                                    

 a __ want    b __ enjoy     c ___ like 

6. We ___________ having a few days off soon  

a __ are thinking of    b __ would love to    c ___ am looking forward to 

 

IV. Speaking  

Talking about you 

Use the different future tenses to answers the questions about your life below. 

I hope                                                                                                        

In two years’ time       

I expect           

I will/won’t                                 

I think 

I am going to… 

I’ll have + past particle 

I’ll be+ ing 

Where do you see yourself…? 
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Tests 

1. I ______to live in a hot country                                                              

A) want 

B) enjoy 

C) would like 

2. We_____ going to Italy for our holidays 

A) are hoping 

B) are thinking of 

C) like 

3. I ________go home early tonight  

A) want 

B) like 

C) can 

4. I ________to see you again soon 

A) hope 

B) am looking forward 

C) would like 

5. Do you _________ learning English? 

A) want 

B) enjoy 

C) like 

6. We ___________ having a few days off soon  

A) are thinking of 

B) would love to 

C) am looking forward 

7. Where is Samir from?  

A) Sweden  

B) France  

C) USA 

8. Samir is going to talk about ____ things he wants to do in his life. 
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A) 5 

B) 6 

C) 7 

9. How many languages at least he wants to learn?  

 A) 2 

B) 3 

C) 5 

10. What is his third thing to do? 

A) to live in an exotic country 

B) own his own company 

C) to learn 5 languages  

 

LESSON 20 

 HOLLYWOOD KIDS. FUTURE TENSE  

I.READING 

Read the text about “Hollywood kids”. What are some of their problems? Tick () the 

boxes on the right. Are there any differences? 

 

Hollywood kids. Growing up in Los Angeles ain't easy 

In Hollywood, everybody wants to be rich, famous and beautiful. Nobody wants to be old, 

unknown and poor. For Hollywood kids, life can be difficult, because they grow up in such an 

unreal atmosphere. Their parents are ambitious, and the children are part of their parents’ ambitions.  

Parents pay for extravagant parties, expensive cars, and designer clothes. When every dream 

can come true, kids learn the value of nothing because they have everything. A 13-year-old boy, 

Trent Maguire, has a driver, credit cards, and unlimited cash to do what he wants when he wants. 

''One day, I'll earn more than my Dad,' he boasts.  

Parents buy care and attention for their children because they have no time to give it 

themselves. Amanda's mother employs a personal trainer, a nutritionist, a bodyguard, chauffeur, a 

singing coach, and a counsellor to look after a her 15-year-old daughter's needs. 

  Often there is no parent at home most days, so children decide whether to make their own 

meals or go out to restaurants, when to watch television or do homework. They organize their own 

social lives. They play no childhood games. They become adults before they're ready. 

 Hollywood has always been the city of dreams. The kids in L.A. live unreal lives where money, 

beauty, and pleasure are the gods. Will children around the world soon start to think the some? Or 

do they already?  

1. Everybody in Hollywood is rich and famous. 

2. Hollywood kids don’t lead ordinary lives. 

3. They understand the value of what they have. 

4. Trent Marguire is spoilt and ambitious. 

5. The adults try hard to be good parents. 
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6. Amanda’s mother listens to all her daughter’s problems. 

7. The kids are often home alone. 

8. Their parents organize every part of their lives. 

9. The kids don’t want to be children. 

10. All the kids complain about living in Hollywood. 

 

II LISTENING 

Listen to the opinions of some Hollywood kids and discuss them with your groupmates 

"Looks are very important in Hollywood. If you're good-looking, you'll go far. I want to be a 

beautician. You grow up really fast in L.A. Everyone is in a rush to be an adult, to be going clubs. 

It's not cool to be a kid!" Mijanou, aged 16 

 "I live in a hotel and when I come home from school, there are maybe 80 people who say ''Good 

day' to me. It's their job to say that. In the bathroom there are mirrors everywhere. I love looking at 

myself. I can spend five hours doing my hair and posing. I'm going to be a model. " Emily, aged 10 

"I've wanted to get my nose done since I was 12. My friends started having plastic surgery and 

liposuction during my freshman year of high school. My nose cost $10.000. But it was worth it. It 

changed my life. I'm gonna get into the movies. " Lindsy, aged 18 "Everyone thinks Hollywood is 

so glamorous, but I have news for you. It is really dangerous growing up in L.A. People have guns. 

Sometimes I think I'm going crazy. I'm going to get out of here just as soon as I can." Zavier, aged 

18. 

 

III VOCABULARY 

 

IV WRITING 

 

Grammar Future Simple (Indefinite) Tense 

 The Future Indefinite Tense (kelasi zamon noaniq fe’li) 

Ambitious  

Extravagant 

 Value 

 Cash 

 Boast 

 Employ 

 Personal 

 Trainer 

 a nutritionist 

a bodyguard 

 chauffeur 

 a singing coach  

a counsellor 

 beautician 

 plastic surgery  

liposuction 

 glamorous 

Shuhratparast 

G'ayrioddiy 

 Qiymati 

 Naqd pul 

 Maqtanish 

 Ish beruvchi 

 Shaxsiy 

 Trener 

 ovqatlanish mutaxassisi 

tana qo'riqchisi 

 shofyor 

 ashula murabbiyi 

maslahatchi 

go'zallik mutaxassisi 

plastik jarrohlik 

liposuction 

jozibali 

 

Честолюбивый 

экстравагантный 

 Ценность 

 Денежные средства 

 хвастовство 

 Наймите 

 личный 

 тренер 

 диетолог 

телохранитель 

 шофер 

 поющий тренер 

консультант 

 косметолог 

 пластическая хирургия 

липосакция 

 обаятельный 
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Yasalish formulasi shall (will) yordamchi fe’l  + infinitiv {Fe’l}(to siz) 

 

        Birlik         Ko’plik 

I shall translate (men tarjima qilmoqchiman)  We shall translate 

You will translate      You will translate 

He (she, it) will translate     They will translate 

 

Qisqarish shakli: I shall translate=I’ll translate 

      You will translate=You’ll translate 

 

So’roq shaklini yasash uchun shall yoki will egadan oldinga chiqariladi. 

They will go to Bukhara tomorrow. 

Will they go to Bukhara tomorrow? 

Inkor shaklini yasash uchun shall yoki will dan keyin not inkor yuklama keladi. 

e.g. I shall not  (shan’t) translate this article.  

e.g. You will not (won’t) go to Bukhara. 

 K.z.n.f.  kelasi zamonda onda-sonda yoki takrorlanib turadigan ish-harakatlarni ifodalshda 

keladi. 

e.g.We shall meet at 5 o’clock tomorrow. 

e.g.My students will have tests every month. 

e.g.It will be cold tomorrow. 

 Shu o’rinda shall  yordamchi fe’li shall modal fe’lini adashtirmaslik kerak. Shall modal 

fe’l bo’lib kelganda tinglovchidan biror buyruq yoki farmoyishni kutish ma’nosida keladi. 

e.g. Shall I open the window? Derazani ochayimmi? 

e.g.Shall I translate this text now? 

 Will modal fe’li ham bor. U asosan iltimos gaplarda keladi. 

e.g.Will you translate this text, please? Marhamat qilib mana bu tekstni tarjima qilib bera 

olasizmi? 

 Kelasi zamon ma’nosini quyidagilar ham bera oladi. UNUTMANG!!! 

a) H.z.d.f. 

e.g. They are leaving for Tashkent tonight. 

      b) to be going to 

e.g. I am going to send him a telegram. 

      c) H.z.n.f. 

e.g.The train starts in 10 minutes.  

 

K.z.n.f. da kela oladigan signal so’zlar: tomorrow (ertaga), the day after tomorrow (indin yoki 

ertadan keyin), one of these days (shu kunlardan birida), next week (kelasi hafta), next day (kelasi 

kun) (next…), in the near future (yaqin kelajakda), soon ( tez kunlarda, yaqinlarda, so’ngra), as 

soon as possible (qo’ldan kelguncha tezroq), some day (biror kuni), in an hour (bir soatdan keyin), 

in 5 hours (5 soatdan keyin), probably, perhaps, I think…, I hope…, I am sure…,  

 

Complete these sentences below with correct form of the verb in the future simple tense. 

1) I _____________________ (to do) my homework tomorrow. 
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 2) Well, I guess we _____________________ (to ride) the bus to work next week.  

3) He _____________________ (to eat) roast beef for dinner.  

4) Jane _______ not ___________________ (to quit) her job on Monday.  

5) I think I _____________________ (to watch) a movie with James tonight.  

6) When _______ Jane ___________________ (to be) old enough to drive?  

7) My sister _______ probably __________________ (to go) to camp this summer. 

 

Tests 

1. In Hollywood, everybody wants to be … 

A) poor 

B) rich 

C) big 

2. Do Hollywood kids understand the value of what they have? 

A) yes 

B) no  

C) sometimes 

3. He_____________________ (to do) my homework tomorrow. 

A) will be doing 

B) did 

C) doing 

4. Well, I guess we _____________________ (to ride) the bus to work next week. 

A) ride 

B) will be riding 

C) will ride 

5. He _____________________ (to eat) roast beef for dinner. 

A) eating 

B) ate 

C) will be eating 

6. Jane _______ not ___________________ (to quit) her job on Monday. 

A) will____ be quitting 

B)  did____ quit 

C) is ______ quitting 

7. I think I _____________________ (to watch) a movie with James tonight. 
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A) will watch 

B) watch  

C) will be watching 

8. He ____________ his room in a few hours 

A) is clean 

B) will clean  

C) would clean  

9. My sister _______ probably __________________ (to go) to camp this summer. 

 A) is_____ go 

B) will ___ be going 

C) shall ____ go 

10. I am ___________to play guitar in the game tomorrow 

A) am going 

B) is going 

C) go 

 

LESSON 21. 

You have got a friend. Grammar hot verbs (have/go/come) 

I. Speaking 

Discuss the following statements with your groupmates: 

 Who is a friend for you? 

 Why do we need friends? 

 What are the differences between friend and the best friend? 

 

II. Listening 

Listen and complete the song 

You have got a friend “by Carole King” 

When you're down and troubled 

And you need a _____________ 

And nothing, nothing is going right 

Close your eyes and think of me 

And soon I will be there 

To brighten up even your darkest _____ 
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You just call out my ______ 

And you know wherever I am 

I'll come running, oh yeah baby, to see you again 

Winter, spring, _____ or _____ 

All you've got to do is call 

And I'll be there, ye, ye, ye 

You've got a friend 

If the ______ above you 

Should turn dark and full of clouds 

And that old north wind should begin to blow 

Keep you head together 

And call my name out _____ now 

Soon you'll hear me knocking at your _____ 

You just call out my name 

And you know __________ I am 

I'll come running, oh yes I will, to see you again 

Winter, spring, summer or fall, ye 

All you have to do is call 

And I'll… 

 

III Vocabulary  
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IV. Writing 

Exercise 1. Put have, go, or come into each gap. 

___________an accident         ___________a cold 

___________first in a race      ___________wrong 

___________out for a meal     ___________a meeting 

___________and see me          ___________abroad 

___________shopping 

 

Exercise 2. Complete the sentences with the correct form of have (have got), go, or come 

1. We’re ________a party next Saturday. Would you like ______? 

2. I _________a terrible headache. Can I ____ home, please? 

3. You must see my new flat. ______round and _____ a drink some time. 

4. I’m ________out now, Mum. Bye! Ok. ____ a good time. What time are you _____ home?  

5. Hi, Dave. Pete ______ a shower at the moment. I’ll just ________and tell him you’re here. 

6. _________ on! Get out of bed. It’s time_____ to school. 

7. It’s a lovely day. Let’s _____ to the park. We can ______a picnic. 

8. I’m _______skiing next week. ______ you _____ any ski clothes I could borrow? 

 

Tests 

1. Find proper collocation 

___________an accident          

A) have 

B)  go  

C) come 

2. Find proper collocation 

___________first in a race       

A) have 

B) go 

C) come 

3. Find proper collocation 

___________shopping 

A) go  

B) have 

C) come 

4. Find proper collocation 

I hope to _____ my own business 
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A) do  

B) have  

C) make 

5. Find proper collocation 

I don’t _______ many hobbies  

A) do  

B) have  

C) make 

6. Find proper collocation 

Many countries ______ problems with obesity 

A) do  

B) have  

C) make 

7. Find proper collocation 

I _____ a mistake in my IELTS reading last time I took the test  

A) did 

B) had  

C) made 

8. Find proper collocation 

I ______ my break at work at 3.15 

A) do  

B) have  

C) make 

9. Find proper collocation 

I _____ my shopping at the weekends 

 A) do  

B) have 

C) make 

10. Find proper collocation 

I don’t _____ much sympathy with students who fail because they did not study 
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A) do  

B) have  

C) make 

 

LESSON 22 

 WORLD TRAVEL 

Starter 

1. What is the capital city of your country? What is the population? Is it old or modern? 

2. Write down two things that you like about your capital and two things that you don’t like. 

Reading. Read the text “Interesting facts about capitals” 

Every city has its «charm» – the famous Trevi fountain in Rome, the Eiffel Tower in Paris, 

and the chocolate in Belgium. Nevertheless, these facts, compiled by Travelnews.lv, will 

definitely surprise you. 

1. Paris: 

Paris is the only city in the world, where the «M» of the famous McDonalds logo is not written in 

yellow – but with white. City authorities insisted on this, because the city’s artists claim that yellow 

environment is tasteless. 

2. London: 

The Buckingham Palace was built in 1702, therefore, it is unlikely that anyone of the royal circle 

remembers that the palace was built on top of a brothel. 

3. Oslo: 

The capital of Norway remains the most expensive city of the world. In terms of prices and overall 

expensiveness Oslo is way ahead of London, Zurich and Paris. 

4. Bangkok: 

The entire name of Bangkok is written with 163 symbols – it is the longest city name in the world 

«Krung Thep Mahanakhon Amon Rattanakosin Mahinthara Ayuthaya Mahadilok Phop Noppharat 

Ratchathani Burirom Udomratchaniwet Mahasathan Amon Piman Awatan Sathit Sakkathattiya 

Witsanukam Prasit». 

5. New York: 

The New York street network is the longest in the world. It exceeds 10 000 km. And the average 

time people spend on their way to and from work is also reaching for a record of its own – almost 

two hours every day. 

6. Hong Kong: 

Honk Kong has the biggest number of Rolls-Royce cars per resident in the entire world. 

7. Los Angeles: 

The abbreviation for Los Angeles – L.A., makes up only 3.6% of the whole name. The real name of 

Los Angeles is spelled correctly as: El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de los Angeles de 

Porciuncula. 
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8. Tokyo: 

There are almost 3 000 residents in Tokyo’s regions per m2 – it is the most densely populated area 

in the world. The number of residents including suburbs is 37.5 million people. 

9. San Francisco: 

It is not really clear how the city’s residents solve the simple issue of burying their dead loved ones. 

There is not a single graveyard in this city. 

10. The Vatican: 

Vatican City has the highest crime rate per capita in the world. There are 492 residents in the 

country, but, for example, in 2006 there were 341 civil processes and 486 administrative processes 

initiated in the city. Therefore, the average number of violations per resident is very high. Truth be 

told though, most of these criminal cases were initiated against tourists. 

Vocabulary. Read and learn translation of new words. 

Charm- joziba 

Logo-marka, emblema 

Claim-da’vo qilmoq  

Tasteless-ta’msiz 

Royal-qirollik 

resident- yashovchi 

entire-butun 

suburb-shahar tashqarisida 

densely-zich, qalin 

 graveyard-qabriston 

violation-buzish 

Grammar  

 Ingliz tilida sifat darajalari uch turga bo’linadi: 

a) oddiy daraja     b)qiyosiy daraja       c) orttirma daraja 

Bir bo’g’inli sifatlarning oddiy darajasini yasash uchun sifatga hech qanday qo’shimcha 

qo’shilmaydi. Qiyosiy darajasini yasash sifat sintetik ya’ni sifat oxiriga +er qo’shimcha qo’shiladi. 

Orttirma darajani yasash uchun sintetik ya’ni sifat oxiriga +est qo’shimcha qo’shilib sifat oldidan 

the artikli turadi. 

Oddiy daraja              Qiyosiy daraja                               Orttirma daraja  

      long                           longer                                           the longest 

   (uzun)                         (uzunroq)                                      (eng uzun)   

    nice                            nicer                                            the nicest 

Agar sifat y harfi bilan tugab, undan oldin undosh harf turgan bo’lsa u holda qiyosiy darajada y→i 

ga o’zgarib so’ng +er, orttirma darajada esa +est qo’shimcha qo’shiladi. 

 

Oddiy daraja              Qiyosiy daraja                               Orttirma daraja 

   Dirty                        dirtier                                              the dirtiest 

   Busy                         busier                                             the busiest 

Agar sifat y harfi bilan tugab, undan oldin unli harf turgan bo’lsa, u holda qiyosiy va orttirma 

darajalarda qo’shimcha qo’shilayotganda hech qanday o’zgarish bo’lmaydi. 
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Oddiy daraja              Qiyosiy daraja                               Orttirma daraja 

 Gay                            gayer                                             the gayest 

Agar bir bo’g’inli sifat undosh bilan tugab, undan oldin qisqa unli turgan bo’lsa u holda qiyosiy 

va orttirma darajalarni yasashda oxirgi undosh ikkilantirilib keladi. 

Oddiy daraja              Qiyosiy daraja                               Orttirma daraja 

   Big                               bigger                                          the biggest 

   Hot                               hotter                                           the hottest 

   Wet                              wetter                                          the wettest 

Ikki va undan ortiq bo’g’inli (ko’p bo’g’inli) sifatlarni oddiy darajasini yasashda hech qanday 

qo’shimcha bo’lmaydi. Qiyosiy darajasini yasashda analitik ya’ni sifat oldidan more (less) so’zi 

quyiladi. Orttirma darajasini yasashda analitik ya’ni sifat oldidan most (least) so’zi quyilib, sifat 

oldidan the article turadi. 

Oddiy daraja         Qiyosiy daraja                          Orttirma daraja 

Beautiful             more (less) beautiful            the most (least) beautiful 

сomfortable          more comfortable                      the most comfortable 

Quyidagi sifatlar yoki analitik yoki sintetik yo’l bilan yasalish mumkin: simple, clever, angry, 

common, cruel, friendly, gentle, handsome, narrow, pleasant, polite, quiet,  

Oddiy daraja          Qiyosiy daraja                          Orttirma daraja 

Simple                    simpler (more simple)            the simplest (most simple) 

Clever                  cleverer (more clever)               the cleverest (most clever) 

O’zagi o’zgarib yasaladigan sifatlar: 

Oddiy daraja              Qiyosiy daraja                               Orttirma daraja 

    Good                             better                                             the best 

    Bad                               worse                                             the worst 

    Little                               less                                                 the least 

    Much (many)                more                                               the most 

  Far                           farther (further)                              the farthest (furthest) 

e.g. Our college is farther than the school and the shop. ( Masofa nazarda tutilmoqda) 

e.g. Please, give me further information about your firm. (Iltimos, menga korxonangiz 

haqida so’nggi ma’lumot bering) 

Ikkitalik darajaga ega bo’lgan sifatlar: 

Late               later     the latest 

   kechroq    eng oxirgisi, eng yangisi 

   the latter    last 

   (ikkitadan oxirgisi)  (vaqt bo’yicha oxirgi) 

Near             nearer            the nearest 

        next 

Old   older                the oldest 
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               elder                  the eldest 

Agar gapda than (qaraganda) so’zi bo’lsa qiyosiy darajadagi sifat (hoh bir bo’g’inli yoki ko’p 

bo’g’inli)  ishlatiladi. 

e.g. Samarkand is more beautiful than Bukhara. 

Agar gapda a bit, a little, much, a lot, far so’zlaridan biri kelgan bo’lsa qiyosiy darajadagi sifat 

ishlatiladi:  

e.g.Let’s go by train. It’s much cheaper. 

Ikkita bir xil qiyosiy darajadagi sifat kelgan bo’lsa bir-biri bilan and bog’lovchisi orqali keladi: 

e.g. It’s becoming harder and harder to find a job. 

e.g.These days more and more people are learning English. 

Ingliz tilida the +qiyosiy darajadagi sifat the better birikmasi bor: 

e.g.What time shall we leave?-The sooner the better. 

Undan tashqari the+qiyosiy darajadagi sifat the +qiyosiy darajadagi sifat birikmasi bor: 

e.g.The warmer the weather, the better I feel. 

e.g.The earlier we leave, the sooner we will arrive. 

Not as…as birikmasi bor. Birikma o’rtasida oddiy darajadagi sifat turadi. 

e.g.Nodir isn’t as old as he looks. 

Not as…as o’rniga not so…as ham kelishi mumkin: 

e.g.John isn’t so rich as Nodir. 

As…as birikmasi bor. Birikma o’rtasida oddiy darajadagi sifat turadi. 

There is plenty of food, so eat as much as you like. 

Twice as…as, three times as…as, … birikmalari o’rtasida ham oddiy darajadagi sifat turadi: 

e.g.This house is twice as expensive as Nodir’s house. 

The same…as birikmasi bor. Birikma o’rtasida ot turadi: 

e.g.Nodir is the same age as Michael. 

Elder sifati oila a’zolari haqida gaplashayotganimizda keladi: Elder sifatidan keyin ot turadi. 

e.g.My elder brother is a driver. 

Agar gapda ever yoki of all so’zlaridan biri bo’lsa orttirma darajadagi sifat turadi; 

e.g.This is the best meal I have ever had. 

e.g.Kamola is the cleverest girl of all the girls in the class. 

Agar gapning biror bo’lagi qolgan bo’laklarga nisbatan ajratilib, orttirma darajadagi sifat 

ishlatiladi: 

e.g. Durdona is the youngest child in their family. 

Orttirma darajadagi sifatlardan keyin joy, shahar, bino (va boshqalar) lar oldida IN predlogi 

keladi: 

e.g.What is the longest river in the world? 

e.g.This is the most expensive room in the hotel. 

 

Fill in the gaps using proper form of the adjective 

1. Malika is ……………………… (tall) than her sister. 

2. The Alps are the …………………………. (high) mountain ranges in Europe. 

3. The test was very ……………………. (easy) 
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4. The test was ……………………. (easy) than I thought. 

5. She is ……………………. (old) than him. 

6. Who is the …………………. (tall) man in the world? 

7. I can run …………………… than you. (fast) 

8. Who is the …………………… runner in the class? (fast) 

9. Ravi’s house is as ………………….. (big) as Peter’s house. 

10. She took the …………………….. (strong) ropes to tie the bags together. 

11. This story is ……………………….. (interesting) than that story. 

Tests 

1. The Empire State Building is one of __________ (tall) buildings in the USA. 

A. Most tall 

B. Taller that 

C. The tallest 

D. The most tall  

2. Our neighbourhood is __________ (peaceful) Los Angeles. 

A. The most peaceful 

B. More peaceful than 

C. Peacefuler than 

D. More peacefuler  

3. The weather in Portugal is a lot __________ (good) the weather in England. 

A. Better then 

B. The best 

C. Gooder than 

D. Better than  

4. This room is __________ (comfortable) one in the hotel. 

A. The most comfortable 

B. More comfortable 

C. More comfortable than 

D. Most comfortable 

5. I have got __________ (nice) family I know. 

A. The nicest than 

B. Nicer than 

C. The most nice 

D. The nicest  

https://www.proprofs.com/discuss/q/1188928/-the-empire-state-building-is-one-of-tall-buildings-in-usa
https://www.proprofs.com/discuss/q/1614740/the-weather-in-portugal-is-a-lot-good-england-40m
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6. My grandfather is __________ (funny) my father. 

A. More funny than 

B. Funniest than 

C. Funnier than 

D. The funnier than 

7. I think English is __________ (easy) and __________ (interesting) subject in the world! 

A. The easier ...the more interesting 

B. The easiest ... The most interesting 

C. Easier than ... More interesting than 

D. The easiest ... The most interesting 

8. Kathy is probably __________ (intelligent) student in our class. 

A. The most intelligent 

B. More intelligent 

C. The intelligentest 

D. More intelligent than  

9. England is much __________ (big) Wales and has more inhabitants too. 

A. Biger than 

B. More big than 

C. The biggest 

D. Bigger than 

10. This film is awful. In fact, it's __________ (bad) film i've ever seen. 

A. The baddest 

B. The worst 

C. The worse 

D. Worse than 

 

LESSON 23. 

 LIVING IN ANOTHER COUNTRY 

I. Read the dialogue and translate it.  

Malika talks about living in Sweden. 

Malika: when I say that I live in Sweden, everyone wants to know about the seasons… 

Botir:  the seasons? 

Malika: yeah… you know; how cold it is in winter- what it’s like when the days are so short. 

Botir: so what is it like? 

Malika: well, it is very cold in winter, sometimes as cold as -26celcius and of course when you go 

out you wrap up warm, but inside, in the houses, it is always very warm, much warmer than at 

home. Swedish people always complain that when they visit England the houses are cold even in a 

https://www.proprofs.com/discuss/q/315334/-england-is-much-big-wales-and-has-more-inhabitants-too
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good winter. In Sweden the houses are much better insulated than in Britain and they always have 

the heating on very high.  

Botir: and what about darkness? 

Malika: well, yeah, around Christmas time, in December, there’s only one hour of daylight – so 

you really look forward to the spring. It is sometimes a bit depressing but you see the summers are 

amazing – from m=May to July, in the north of Sweden, the sun never sets, it’s still light at 

midnight, you can walk in the mountains and read a newspaper.  

Malika: that’s right. But it is wonderful, you want to stay up all night and the Swedes make the 

most of it. Often they start work earlier in summer and then leave at about two or three in the 

afternoon, so that they can really enjoy the long summer evening. They like to work hard but play 

hard too. I think Londoners work longer hours, but I am not sure this is a good thing.    

Botir: so what about free time? Weekends? Holidays? What do Swedish people like doing?   

Malika: well, every house in Sweden has a sauna…  

Botir: every house? 

Malika: well every house I’ve been to. And most people have a country cottage, so people like to 

leave the town and get back to nature at weekends. These cottages are sometimes quite primitive, - 

no running water or not even toilets and … 

Botir: no toilet? 

Malika: well, some don’t have toilets but they all have a sauna and all the family sit in it together, 

then run and jump into the lake to get cool. 

Botir: what! Even in winter? 

Malika: yeah- Swedish people are very healthy. 

Botir: Brrr! Or mad! 

Task 1. What do you know about Sweden? What is the country like? What are the people 

like? Discuss these statements about Sweden. Do you think they are true (+) or false (-)? 

1. In winter there is only one hour of daylight. 

2. Swedish people look forward to winter. 

3. The houses are cold. 

4. The houses are much better insulated than in Britain. 

5. In parts of Sweden from May to July the sun never sets. 

6. Londoners work longer hours than the Swedes. 

7. Swedes always start work early in the morning. 

8. Country cottages in Sweden are usually very luxurious. 

9. All houses have a sauna. 

10.  The whole family like to sit in the sauna together. 

II. GRAMMAR 
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Antonyms are words with opposite meanings. Synonyms are words with the same or 

similar meaning. Homonyms are words that are spelled and pronounced the same, but have 

different meanings.    
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III. VOCABULARY. Read and learn words. 

 

Tests 

1. Which of the following words is a synonym for happy 

A) worried 

B) sad 

C) joyful 

2. Which of the following words is a synonym for tired 

A) energetic 

B) sick 

C) sleepy 

3. Which of the following words is a synonym for messy 

A) spotless 

B) tidy 

C) dirty  
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4. Which of the following words is  antonym for clean? 

A) old 

B) dirty 

C) broken 

5. Which of the following words is antonym for stay? 

A) smile 

B) leave 

C) sit 

6. Which of the following words is a synonym for quit? 

A) speechless 

B) noisy 

C) silent 

7. An antonym is the _______ of a word 

A) same  

B) opposite 

C) different 

8. A synonym is a word that means _____ as another word. 

A) the same  

B) the opposite 

C) different   

9. Which of the following words is a synonym for center 

 A) left  

B) right 

C) middle 

10. Which of the following words is an antonym for above 

A) below 

B) higher 

C) next to 
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LESSON 24. 

 A tale of two millionaires. Grammar: Directions. 

I. READING 

Read the story of these two very different people then answer the ten questions that follow. The 

first five questions are comprehension questions and the next five (6-10) are multiple-choice.  

Milton Petrie  

Every morning billionaire Milton Petrie walked from his 

New York apartment and bought a newspaper from a 

ragged old man on the street corner. 

One morning the man wasn’t there. Petrie learned that he 

was very ill and was in the city hospital. Immediately, 

Petrie went to the hospital and paid for the old man’s 

medical bills. Later, when the old man died, Petrie also 

paid for his funeral. 

The old man was just one of many people that Milton 

Petrie helped with his money. Whenever he read about 

personal disasters in the newspaper, Petrie sent generous checks, especially to the families of 

police officers or fire fighters injured at work. He also sent checks to a mother who lost five 

children in a fire, and a beautiful model, whose face was cut in a knife attack. 

It cost him millions of dollars, but he still had millions left. He said that he was lucky in business 

and he wanted to help those less fortunate than himself. “The nice thing is, the harder I work, the 

more money I can make, and the more people I can help.” 

Milton Petrie died in 1994 when he was 92. His will was 120 pages long because he left $150 

million to 383 people. His widow, Carroll, his fourth and last wife, said his generosity was a result 

of the poverty of his early years. His family was poor but kind-hearted. His father was a Russian 

immigrant who became a police officer, but he never arrested anyone because he was too kind. He 

couldn’t even give out a parking ticket. 

Hetty Green  

Henrietta (Hetty) Green was a very spoiled only child. She was born in Massachusetts in 1835. 

Her father was a millionaire businessman. Her mother was often ill, so from the age of two, her 

father took her with him to work and taught her about stocks and bonds. At the age of six, she 

started reading the daily financial newspapers and she opened her own bank account. 
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Her father died when she was 21, and she inherited $7.5 

million. She went to New York and invested on Wall 

Street. Hetty saved every penny, even eating diner in 

the cheapest restaurants she could find. She became one 

of the richest and most hated women in the world. She 

was called “The Witch of Wall Street.” At 33, she 

married Edward Green, a multi-millionaire, and had 

two children, Ned and Sylvia. 

Hetty’s stinginess was legendary. She always argued 

about prices in stores. She walked to the local grocery 

store to buy broken cookies that were much cheaper, 

and to get a free bone for her much loved dog, Dewey. 

Once she lost a two-cent stamp and spent the whole night looking for it. She hardly ever bought 

new clothes and often wore the same long ragged black skirt. 

Worst of all, when her son, Ned, fell and injured his knee, she refused to pay for a doctor and 

spent hours looking for free medical help. In the end Ned’s leg was amputated. When she died in 

1916 she left her children $100 million (worth $9.3 billion today). Her daughter built a hospital 

with her money. 

Read the text one more time and answer to the questions 

 1. How were Milton and Hetty’s childhoods different? 

 2. How did their childhoods affect them later? 

 3. Why was Milton especially generous to police officers? 

 4. Why did Hetty’s daughter build a hospital? 

 5. What was the kindest thing Milton doing? 

6. Every morning billionaire Milton Petrie walked from his New York ___ and bought a newspaper 

from a ragged old man on the street corner. 

Office _

 _Car 

 _Apartment 

7. The old man was just one of many ___ that Milton Petrie helped with his money. 

_ Police 

People  _

 _ Animals 

 _ Businesses 

8. At the age of six, Hetty started reading the daily financial ___ and she opened her own bank 

account. 

Faxes _ 
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Newspapers _ 

 _ Magazines 

 _ Emails 

9. Her father died when she was 21, and she ___ $7.5 million. 

Bought _

 _Inherited 

 _Spent 

 _Invested 

10. When Hetty Green died, her daughter ___ with her money. 

_ Invested in shares 

 _ Went on vacation 

 _ Built a hospital 

 _ Studied at Harvard 

2. VOCABULARY. 

Task 1. Look at the map of Chesswood and find these things: 

-a farm   -a wood   - a pond   -a path   -a hill   - a river   - a bridge   a gate 

 

Task 2. Read these descriptions and add the places to the map. 

1. The hotel is opposite the car park. 

2. The bank is on the corner of Lower road and Hill road. It is next to the baker’s. 

3. The supermarket is between the chemist’s and the greengrocer’s. 
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4. There is a bus stop in front of the flower shop in Station Road. 

5. There are two pubs. The Red Lion is in Station Road, opposite the flower shop near the 

railway bridge, and the Old Shepherd is in Church Street, behind the school. 

Task 3. Complete the directions from Chesswood farm to the church with the prepositions in 

the box. Look at the map to help you. 

      Up    down    over    past    through    out of (2)    in(to)    across 

You go ________the path, _____the pond, __________the bridge, and ________the gate. Then you 

go _______the road and take the path _________ the wood. When you come_______ the wood you 

walk_____ the path and ________the church. It takes five minutes. 

 

Task 4. Give your partner direction to get to next building in your institute. 

1.  Henrietta (Hetty) Green was born in …

A)  Massachusetts in 1836

B)  Massachusetts in 1835

C) Tennessee in 1835  

2.  Henrietta (Hetty) Green’s father was a …

A)  millionaire businessman

B) doctor 

C) teacher 

3.  Her father died when she was …, and she inherited …. million.

A) … 22 …, … $ 7.5 million …. 

B) … 21 …, … $ 8.5 million …. 

C)… 21 …, … $ 7.5 million …. 

4.  Hetty … every penny

A) saved 

B) spend 

C) sent  

5.  She was called “The … of Wall Street.” 

A) devil  

B) angel 

C) witch 

6. Every morning billionaire Milton Petrie walked from his New York ___ and bought a newspaper 

from a ragged old man on the street corner. 

Office A) 

 B) Car 

 C) Apartment 

7. The old man was just one of many ___ that Milton Petrie helped with his money. 

A)Police 

People  B) 
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 C)Animals 

 D)Businesses 

8. At the age of six, Hetty started reading the daily financial ___ and she opened her own bank 

account. 

Faxes A) 

Newspapers B) 

C)Magazines 

D)Emails 

9. Her father died when she was 21, and she ___ $7.5 million. 

Bought A) 

B) Inherited 

 C)Spent 

 D)Invested 

10. When Hetty Green died, her daughter ___ with her money. 

A) Invested in shares 

 B)Went on vacation 

 C) Built a hospital 

 D) Studied at Harvard 

 

Lesson 25 

 WHAT’S MY JOB? GRAMMAR: HAVE TO 

Starter  

 What’s true for you? Make sentence about your life.  

I have …                             I don’t have to …       

-get up early every morning            - pay bills             - so to the institute                 - work at the 

weekend                    - do the house work 

I. LISTENING 

Listening to Steven talking about his job. What do you think his job is? Would you like his job? 

Why/Why not? 

Task 1. Complete the sentences from the interview with the words from the box.  

Don’t have to        have to       had to         Do you have to       didn’t have to  

I ___________ work very long hours. 

 ____________work at the weekend? 

I ___________ do the washing up. 

We _________ learn the basics. 

I ___________ wait too long to get a job. 
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II. GRAMMAR. 

Have to  

- used to show that you must do something 

Sorry, I've got to go. 

- used to give advice or recommend something 

You simply have to get a new job. 

- used to say that something must be true or must happen 

There has to be a reason for his strange behavior. 

- used to suggest that an annoying event happens in order to annoy you, or that somebody 

does something in order to annoy you 

Of course, it had to start raining as soon as we got to the beach. 

 

Form  

 

Has/ have + to + infinitive 

 

Positive and negative form  

 

I  

We  

You 

They  

 

Have  

don’t have to 

 

 

 

 

to 

 

 

 

 

work He  

She  

It  

Has  

Doesn’t have to  

 Question 

 

 

Do  

I  

we  

you  

they  

 

 

 

have to  

 

 

 

work hard? 

 

 

Does  

he  

she  

It  

 

 1) They do an exam. 

  2) Jenny  clean her desk. 

  3) Ken and Liz  learn more English vocabulary. 

  4) Andy  help his mom. 

  5) We  do our homework. 
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  6) He  use pencil at school. 

  7) I  feed my hamster. 

  8) You  take photos. 

  9) Vicky  read the newspaper. 

10) The teacher  correct a lot of homework. 

III. VOCABULARY  

Task 1. Work with a partner. Choose one of the job from the box, but do not tell your 

partner. Ask and answer Yes/No question to find out what the job is. 

Shop assistant     receptionist      taxi- driver      artist   architect   lawyer   ambulance driver      

miner      dancer     soldier        decorator     detective      vet    mechanic        plumber       

firefighter       housewife      dentist     farmer     

  

Do you ….?                                       Do you have to ….?  

-work inside                                       - wear a uniform 

- earn a lot of money                          - use your hands  

- work regular hours                          - answer the phone 

 Task 2.   

Which of the job wouldn’t you like to do? Why?  

I wouldn’t like to be a farmer, because they have to work outside all year.  

Tests 

1. Your hair’s too long. I think you _____ get it cut. 

A) have to 

 B) should 

 C) * 

 D) will 

2. Your clothes smell, and you’ve got a cough. You _____ smoke. 

A) don’t have to 

 B) should 

C) shouldn’t 

 D) have to 
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3. I’m going to bed. I _____ be up early tomorrow. 

A) should  

B) shouldn’t 

C) don’t have to 

 D) have to 

4. I’d like to meet your boyfriend. You _____ invite him round. 

A) must 

 B) have to  

C) would  

D) don’t have to 

5. I _____ tell my parents where I am, then they don’t worry. 

A) should  

B) don’t have to 

C) have to 

D) shouldn’t 

6. You _____ come with me if you don’t want to. I’ll go on my own. 

A) don’t have to  

B) must 

C) should 

D) shouldn’t 

7. Our train leaves in two minutes! We _____ hurry. 

A) would  

B) have to 

C) must  

D) don’t have to 

8. If you need some help with your homework, you _____ go to the 

library. 

A) should  

B)  mustn’t  

C)  have to  

D) shouldn’t 

9. You _____ tell lies. It’s wrong. 
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A) don’t have to 

   B) should 

   C) have to  

   D) shouldn’t 

10.  Geoff works too much. I think he _____ take it easy. 

A) must  

B) have to 

C) should  

D) don’t have to 

 

LESSON 26.  

PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS GRAMMAR: SHOULD/MUST 

Starter    

Match the problem and suggestions. Which advice you give? 

 

 

I. LISTENING 

Task 1. Listen and complete the advice. Use the words from the box. 
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Shouldn’t            should              must            don’t think you should  

 

1. I think you ___________ talk to your boss. 

2. You ______________ drink coffee. 

3. I ____________ go to the wedding. 

4. You __________ go to the dentist.  

 

Task 2. Give advice to your friends. 

- I am overweight 

- I’ve got exams next week 

- My dog is ill 

- I am always arguing with my parents 

- It’s my parent’s wedding anniversary soon 

- My car is making a funny noise 

 

Task 3. Listen to three people giving advice about visiting their country in the month of 

January. Complete the chart. Compare your answers with your groupmates. 

 Weather and clothes Things to do places to 

go 

Food and drink 

Silvia 

 

  

   

Fatima  

 

 

   

Karl     

 

Task 4. Answer the questions. 

1. Which countries are they talking about? How do you know? 

2. Who talked about sport? Which sport? 

3. Who talked about money? What did he/she say? 

4. Who suggested going on a boat trip? Where?  

5. Which of these countries would you like to visit in January? Why? 

 

II. GRAMMAR 

 

Should  

Form 

Should + infinitive without to  

 

Positive and negative  

 I   
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He  

She  

They  

should do more exercise. 

shouldn’t tell lies 

 

Question  

 

Should 

 I  

she  

they 

 

see a doctor? 

 

Do you think  

I  

she 

we 

 

Should see a doctor? 

 

Short answer 

Should I phone home? 

Should I buy a Mercedes Benz?  

Yes, you should 

No, you shouldn’t 

 

Use  

Should is used to express what the speaker thinks is right or the best things to do. It 

expresses mild obligation, or advice. 

-I should do more work. (This is my opinion) 

-You should do more work (I’m telling you what I think) 

-Do you think we should stop here? (I’m asking you for your opinion)  

Note  

Should expresses the opinion of the speaker, and it is often introduced by I think or I don’t 

think  

I think politicians should listen more. 

 

 

Must  

Form  

 

Must + infinitive without to 

The forms of must are the same for all persons  

 

Positive and negative 

I  

He  

We  

They  

 

must try harder 

mustn’t steal 

 

Question with must are possible, but the use of have to is more common. 

 

Question                                    Short answer  

Must I take exams? 

Do I have to take exams? 

Yes, you must.  

Yes, you do. 
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Use  

1. Must expresses strong obligation. Generally, this obligation comes from ‘inside’ the speaker. 

    I must get my hair cut. (I think this is necessary) 

2. Because must expresses the authority of the speaker, you should be careful of using You must 

… it sounds very bossy! 

You must help me! (I am giving you an order) 

Can you help me? is much better 

3. You must … can express a strong suggestion. 

You must see the Monet exhibition. It’s wonderful. 

You must give me a ring when you are next in town.  

 

 

1. I 
I don't know

 take some exercise if I want to feel fine. 

 

2. I  worry about the exam if I were you. You have worked really hard. 

 

3. You look tired. I think you  take a few days off. 

 

4. You  swim in that river. It's full of crocodiles 

 

5. You  drink so much. It's not good for your health. 

 

6. You  brush your teeth after every meal, if possible 

 

7. You  touch anything electrical if you are in the bath. 

 

8. You  focus more on your family and less on work. 

 

9. Jenny, you 
I don't know

 play in the street! 

 

10. You  come to school on time. 

 

 

Tests 

1. You can borrow my tennis racquet, but you _____ keep it very well. 

It was very expensive. 

A) don’t have to 
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B) should 

C) must 

D) have to 

2. It’s my mother’s birthday tomorrow. I _____ buy her a present. 

A) must  

B) have to 

C) shouldn’t 

D) don’t have to 

3.If you want to do well in life you _____ believe in yourself. 

A) can 

B) don’t have to 

C) have to 

D) should 

4. If you want to keep fit, you _____ do some sport. 

A) shouldn’t  

B) have to 

C) should 

D) don’t have to 

5. If you want to learn English, you _____ speak your language in English 

lessons. 

A) should 

B) don’t have to 

C) must  

D) shouldn’t 

6.My grandfather _____ speak four languages when he was alive. 

A) can 

B) could 

C) managed to  

D) couldn’t 

7. When we got to the top of the mountain we _____ see for miles. 
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A) can  

B) could  

C) managed  

D) couldn’t 

8. In my country you _____ get married when you’re sixteen. 

A) can  

B) could  

C) managed to  

D) couldn’t 

9. Speak up! I _____ hear you! 

A) can  

B) could 

C) can’t  

D) couldn’t 

10. _____ I borrow your dictionary? 

A) Can’t  

B) Could 

C) Manage to  

D) Couldn’t 

 

LESSON 27.  

PROBLEM PAGE. GRAMMAR: WORDS THAT GO TOGETHER 

I. READING AND SPEAKING 

Task 1. These problems come from a newspaper column where people write in with a problem, and 

other members of the public give their advice. Read the problems. What advice would you give? 

Task 2. Match the readers’ letters to these problems. There are two for each problem. 

Dilemmas 

with Vanessa Goodman 

THIS WEEK'S PROBLEMS 

Do I have to act my age?  
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 Polly is 47. She is single, and her children have left home. She is very successful in her career and 

has a lot of friends, but she isn't satisfied. She longs to change her life. She wants to live abroad, 

paint, and write poetry, but her friends tell her she should stop being silly and act her age. 

a   __    __ 

Must I be a slave to my mobile?  

Jason’s company has bought him a mobile phone. They want him to keep it on all the time, so that 

they can contact him anywhere, anytime. He dislikes the idea of always being available, and he 

hates the way people use mobiles to have private conversations in public. 

b   __   __ 

Should I throw my son out? 

Sarah’s 24-year-old son lives at home, stays in bed toll late, and watches TV all day. He buys and 

sells drugs. He’s clever, but he dropped out of school. He’s never had a job. His father wants to 

throw him out, but Sarah worries that he could get further into drugs and end up in prison. 

c  __  __ 

Readers’ advice 

1. Children always need the support of their parents, whether they are four or 24. I think you 

should pay for him to get some qualification, and when he’s ready, ________ to find 

somewhere to live. Meanwhile, _______ him all the love that he needs.  

Jenny Torr 

Brighton 

2. I decided to give it all up and change my live dramatically three years ago. Since then, 

_______ the most exciting three years of my life. It can be scary, but if you don’t do it, you 

won’t know what you’re missed. I don’t think _____. Go for it.  

Mike Garfield 

Manchester  

3. He’s using you. I think _______. It’s time for him to go. Twenty-four is too old to be living 

with his parents. He’s got to take responsibility for himself. And ______ about his-drug 

taking. Sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind. 

Tony Palmer 

Harrow  

4. Why ____? He isn’t their slave; they don’t own him. And I also can’t stand the way people 

use their mobiles in restaurants, on trains and buses. They think that the people around them 

are invisible and can’t hear. _______ . 

Jane Sands 

London  

5. I think ______ before she gives up her job and goes to live abroad. Does she think that the 

sun will always shine? If there is something in her life that makes her unhappy now, this 

will follow her. She should take her time … . 

Nigella Lawnes 

Bristol  
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6. ______ ! he should have a word with his company and come to an arrangement with them. 

Why can’t he turn it off sometimes? Mobile phones are great, and if he’s got one for free, 

_______ . they are one of the best invention ever. 

Pate Hardcastle 

Birmingham  

 

Task 3. Where do these lines go? Put a letter in the gaps. 

a. … you should tell him to leave home 

b. … she should be very careful … 

c. … you should help him … 

d. … you should worry. 

e. He must keep it! 

f. … before making a decision. 

g. It is so rude. 

h. … he’s very lucky. 

i. I have had …  

j. … you must tell the police … 

k. … you’ve got to give …  

l. … should he accept…  

 

What do you think? 

- How old are children when they leave home in our country? 

- What do you think of people who use mobile phones in public? 

- Do you think older people should act  their age? Why/why not? 

- ‘You have to be a cruel to be a kind’. Can you think of an example? 

 

II. VOCABULARY 

The following is a list of common word pairs. Collocations are also a good idea to learn if you are a 

nonnative speaker. These are words commonly used together, e.g., have a headache. 

Adam and Eve life or death 

back and forth lock and key 

bacon and eggs lost and found 

bed and breakfast man and wife 

birds and bees name and address 

black and white nice and easy 

body and soul null and void 

bread and butter peaches and cream 

bread and water pen and pencil 

bricks and mortar pork and beans 

bride and groom pots and pans 

business and pleasure prim and proper 

by and large profit and/or loss 

https://www.sightwordsgame.com/vocabulary-words/collocation/
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cause and effect pros and cons 

cloak and dagger pure and simple 

coat and tie rain or shine 

coffee and doughnuts ranting and raving 

cream and sugar read and write 

crime and punishment right and/or wrong 

cup and saucer rise and fall 

dead or alive salt and pepper 

down and out shirt and tie 

first and last shoes and socks 

fish and chips short and fat 

flesh and blood signed and sealed 

forgive and forget slip and slide 

front and center soap and water 

fun and games sooner or later 

give and take stars and stripes 

ham and eggs suit and tie 

hammer and nail supply and demand 

hemmed and hawed sweet and sour 

high and dry tall and thin 

high and low thick and thin 

hot and bothered tossed and turned 

huffing and puffing touch and go 

husband and wife trial and error 

in and out trials and tribulations 

Jack and Jill up and/or down 

knife and fork wait and see 

ladies and gentlemen war and peace 

law and order wine and cheese 

 

  Task 1. Match a line A with a line B 

 

A B 

 

         ask 

         know 

         ride 

         fasten 

         start 

         climb 

         go 

         spell 

         get up 

 

         cards 

         a computer 

         a question 

         the answer 

         early 

         fluently 

         to a party 

         your seatbelt 

         work 
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         speak English 

         play 

         use 

         a word 

         a bike 

         a mountain 

 

 

Task 2. Fill in the gaps with a word or words from the boxes in the correct form. 

 

(A)   A: Is this your bike? 

 B:  No, it isn’t. I can’t ____________________. 

 

(B)  A: Maria! Do you  ______________ the answer? 

B:  I’m sorry. I can’t remember the question! 

 

(C)  A: The plane lands in ten minutes. Can you please _______________________? 

 

(D)  A: Can you play tennis at nine o’clock on Sunday? 

B: I never   _____________ on Sundays. I stay in bed until eleven. 

 

(E)   A: What time do you _________________? 

B: I’m always in the office and at my desk at 9.00. 

 

(F)   A: Is your friend English? 

B: No, she isn’t, but she _________________________________. 

 

(G)  A: Some children are so good with computers. 

B: Yes, I know. My daughter could ________________________ when she was only seven. 

 

Tests 

 

1. Who was that ___ man you were talking to? 

A) handsome 

B) pretty 

C) beautiful 

2. Drive carefully, the road gets ___ soon. 

A) thin 

B) narrow 

C) small 

3. There are some ___ mountains outside the town. 

A) low 

B) short 

C) tiny 

4. I work in a ___ building. 

A) long 

B) tall  

C) clear 
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5. The company is hoping to ___ a profit this year. 

A) take 

B) do 

C) make 

6.  They've ___ their decision. 

A) changed 

B) moved 

C) sent 

7. ___ a photo of him. 

A) make 

B) take 

C) do 

8.  What does he ___ for a living? 

A) have 

B) do  

C) make 

9. She got a ___ education in London. 

 A) good 

B) better 

C) well 

10. Do I have time to take a ___ shower? 

A) quick 

B) fast 

C) faster 

 

Lesson 28.  

Theme: Sold worldwide. Grammar: Passives (passive and active voices)    

Vocabulary: a gallon, a can, advertisements, to invent, a plant, coca(cocaine), a recipe. 

Text: Coca cola is enjoyed all over the world. 

1.6 billion gallons are sold every year in over one hundred and sixty countries. The drink was 

invented by Dr John Pemberton in Atlanta as a health drink on 8 May 1886, but it was given the 

name Coca-Cola by his partner, Frank Robinson, because it was originally made from the coca 

(cocaine) plant. In the first year, only nine drinks a day were sold. 

The business was bought by a man called Asa Candler in 1888, and the first factory was opened in 

Dallas, Texas, in 1895, but the recipe is still kept secret! 

Diet Coke has been made since 1982, and over the years many clever advertisements have been 

used to sell the products. It is certain that Coca-Cola will be drunk far into the twenty-first century. 

Questionnaire: Students should answer these quest 

1. Where was the coca cola invented? 

2. Who was inventor of coca- cola? 

3. How was Coca cola originally made from? 
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4. How many gallons are sold every year? 

 

Grammar: The Active (оддий ) and Passive voice(мажхул нисбат) 

1.Agar gapning egasi gapdagi ish-harakatni bajaruvchisi bolsa, fe’l oddiy nisbatda (The Active 

Voice) da ishlatiladi: 

The sun attracts the planets.                     Quyosh sayyoralarni tortib turadi. 

Pushkin wrote “Poltava” in 1928.          Pushkin “Poltava she’rini 1828                                             

                                                                     yilda yozgan. 

2. Agar gapning egasi ish-harakat ta’siri ostida bolsa fe’l majhul nisbatda (The Passive Voice) 

ishlatiladi: 

The planets are attracted by the sun.        Sayyoralar quyosh tomonidan 

                                                                          tortiladi. 

“Poltava” was written by Pushkin in       “Poltava” 1828 yil Pushkin 

1828.                                                               tomonidan yozilgan. 

Majhul nisbatning to be yordamchi fe’lini kerakli zamonda qoyish bilan yasaladi. Asosiy fe’ldan 

yasalgan o’tgan zamonda sifatdoshi esa hamma zamonlarda uzgarmay qoladi. 

Be +P.P 

 

Complete these sentences. 

Active Passive 

1. They make Royce cars in England. Roll Royce cars are made in England.  

2. They _______ rice in Chine. Rice is grown in China. 

3. Bell invented the telephone in 1876. The telephone __________ by Bell in 1876. 

4.Thieves _______ two pictures from the 

museum last night. 

Two pictures were stolen from the museum last 

night. 

5. They have built three new factories this year. Three new factories ______ this year. 

6. They ____ the picture for $3000   The pictures has been sold for $ 3000.                                                            

7. The factory will produce 10.000 cars next 

year. 

10.000 cars ___________ next year 

 Simple Continuous       Perfect 

  Present I am invited I am being     invited I have been invited 

  Past I was invited I was being invited I had been invited 

  Future I shall be invited        ------ I shall have been 

invited 

  Future in the past I should be invited        ------ I should have been 

invited 
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8. _____ they ______ many cars last year? Were many cars made last year? 

9. Bell didn’t invent the television. The television ___________ by Bell 
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Tests 

1. Choose the appropriate form of the verb. 

Cheese _____ of milk. 

A) is being made 

B) is made 

C) will be made 

2. That mirror ____ yesterday. 

A) is broken 

B) will be broken 

C) Had been broken 

3.  Look. The castle ____ now. It will look great soon. 

A) is being reconstructed  

B) is reconstructed 

C) was reconstruction 

4. The task ____ tomorrow. 

A) is done 

B) was done 

C) will be done 

5. The walls ____ by the next Wednesday. 

A) were painted 

B) are painted 

C) will be painted 

6 .The church _____ in the center of the city. 

A) are located 

B) is located 

C) am located 

7.  I wanted to watch TV but it ____ at that time. 

A) was fixed 

B) was being fixed 

C) is being fixed 

8. Don’t cry! The dog ____. There’s nothing serious with it. 

A) will be cured 

B) is cured 
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C) was being cured 

9. A lot of harm ____ by this hurricane. Many people have suffered. 

A) have been done 

B) has been done 

C) was done 

10.Usually all the work about the house____ by my mother. 

A) are done 

B) is done 

C) has been done 

 

Lesson 29.  

Theme: The history of the Hamburger. Grammar: Passives (Questions and answers) 

Vocabulary: to call, a sailor, popularity, quantity, a teenager, fast food, to prefer, to grow. 

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. Then put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense, active or 

passive. 

The History of Hamburger 

The hamburger is the most eaten food in the whole world. The first hamburger 1) ____(make) and 

sold in Connecticut in 1895 by an American chef called Louis Lassen. Louis 2)_____ (call) them 

hamburgers because he 3)____ (give) the recipe by sailors from Hamburg in Germany. Hamburgers 

4) _____(become) a favorite in America in the early part of the twentieth century. Their  popularity 

5)___ (grow) even more after the Second World War when they 6) _____(buy) in large quantities 

by teenagers who 7)____ (prefer) fast food to family meals. In 1948 two brothers, Dick and Mac 

McDonald 8)____(open) a driver in hamburger restaurants in San Bernardino, California. Since 

then over 25.000 McDonald’s restaurants 9) ______ (open) worldwide and now 35 million 

McDonald’s hamburgers 10) _____ (eat) every day in 115 countries from India to the Artic Circle. 

II. Listening: Complete the conversation and practice them with a partner.  

1.A Are Coca-Cola and hamburgers sold only in America? 

    B No. they aren’t. They _____. 

2.  A Was Coca-Cola invented by Louis Lassen? 

    B No, it ______. 

3.  A Were the first hamburgers made in 1948? 

    B   No, they _____. 

4.  A Was the first McDonald’s restaurants opened in New York? 

     B No, it ______ 
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5. A Have 2.500 restaurants now been opened worldwide? 

   B No, not 2,500 _____  

Speaking activities: Match the questions words and answers. 

When? 

Where? 

Who? 

Why? 

How many? 

Louis Lassen 

In Connecticut 

In 1895 

In 1948 

Because the recipe came from Hamburg. 

25,000 

35 million 

 

Grammar activities: 

Darak gap So`roq gap Inkor gap 

I am invited Am I invited? I am not invited 

I was invited Was I invited? I was not invited 

I shall be invited  Shall I be invited? I shall be not invited 

 Put the verb into passive voice. 

Ex: He opens the door. The door is opened by him. 

1. You stole the cookie from the cookie jar. 

2. She visited Sarah. 

3. I will cook dinner. 

4. You must finish your homework. 

5. She loves apples. 

6. Lola makes a cake. 
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Tests 

1 .When did you discover that the child ______? 

A) Was kidnapped 

B) Has been kidnapped 

C) had kidnapped 

2 ____ you always ____ good mark? 

A) are/ given 

B) is /given 

C) was/given 

3 ____ your homework always ____ in time? 

A) is/done 

B) are/done 

C) were/done 

4. ____chess ____ by two or three people? 

A) is/played 

B) was/ played 

C) are/played  

5. Why ____ the children ____ after the lessons? 

A) are/left 

B) was/left 

C) will be left 

6. What game _______ by our school team yesterday? 

A) was won 

B) were worn 

C) is worn 

7 ._____ you often _____ at home? 

A) are/punished 

B) is punished 

C) were punished 

8. ____ trees ____ in summer or in autumn? 

A) are/planted 

B) was /planted 

C) are /being planed  
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9. ____ your exercise- books _____ at the beginning or at the end of lesson? 

A) are/collected 

B) was /collected 

C) have been/collected 

10. Where _____ school meetings ____ every month? 

A) are/held 

B) will be /held 

C) were/held 

 

Lesson 30.  

Theme: Three plants that changed the world. Grammar: Verbs and nouns that go together. 

Vocabulary: addict, soil, fabric, silk, plantation, slaves, lung cancer, luxury, inhale, ban, sweeten, 

refine, chew, harvest. 

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. 

Tobacco 

For thousand of years tobacco was used by American Indians with no ill-effect. In the 16
th

 

century it was brought to Europe. This early tobacco was mixed with soil and rather dirty. It was 

first grown commercially in America in the 17
th

 century on slave plantations. In the 18
th

 century 

new technology refined tobacco and the first cigarettes were produced. By the 1880s huge factories 

were producing cigarettes which were clean and easy to smoke. Now a days cigarette smoking is 

banned in many places, especially in the USA. But until 1820 tobacco was America’s main export, 

and still today their tobacco industry makes over $4.2 billion a year. 

Sugar cane was grown in India thousands of years ago. In Roman times it was known in 

Europe as a great luxury, and it was rare expensive for many centuries  after that. In 1493 Columbus 

took a sugar plant with him to the West Indies, where it grew so well that huge plantations were 

stated by Europeans and worked on by slaves.The slaves were shipped across the Atlantic from 

Africa, packed sometimes one on top of the other in chains, on a journey that took six weeks.Many 

died.The empty ships then carried sugar back to Europe. So much many was made that sugar was 

known as “white gold”. Sugar   is used to sweeten food and make chocolate. By the 16
th

 century the 

English were the greatest sugar eaters in history. 

                      

Cotton has been grown for over five thousand years in places as far apart as Mexico, China, Egypt, 

and India. It was first planted in America in 1607.Before 1800 cotton was a great luxury, more 

expensive than silk, because so many workers were needed to pick it. However, a huge increase in 

the number of slaves in American South resulted in much greater cotton production and a fall in the 

price. This, and the new technology of the industrial revolution made cotton cheapest fabric in 
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history.By 1820 cotton was making more money for the USA than tobacco, and more money 

worldwise than sugar. 

The American Civil War of 1861-1965 was fought because the Southern States wanted to form 

separate country , so that they could continue to keep slaves on their cotton plantations. Slavery was 

banned in the Nothern States in 1808. 500.000 soldiers were killed in the war. 

Read the introduction to the magazine article Then work in three groups. 

Group A Read about Tobacco 

Group B Read about Sugar 

Group C Read about Cotton 

They must answer these questions: 

Which plant (or plants) ….. 

-Has been grown for thousands of years? 

-was known as white gold? Why? 

-was once thought to be a luxury? 

-was the main American export until 1820? 

Speaking time: What do you think? 

-Which of three plants has most changed history? Why? 

-Which plants has done the greatest good? Which has done the greatest harm? 

Grammar time: Verbs and nouns that go together. 

   One noun does not go with the verb in the following exercises. Which one? 

1. Grow: bananas, a beard, rice, five centimeters, $3.000 

2. Carry: cargo, a briefcase, a gun, passengers, a watch. 

3. Give: advice, a party, information, a lift, a complaint. 

4. Keep: the peace, the change, an idea, a promise, a secret. 

5. Lose: weight, the bus, the way, the match, money. 

6. Tell: Hello, a story, a lie, the truth, a joke,  
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Tests 

1. This product was a huge. The way it _____ was really unexpected. 

A) took off 

B) took on 

C) took away 

2. I’m just too busy at the moment. I can’t think about ______ any new projects. 

A) taking on 

B) taking off 

C) taking away 

3. He is so funny when he _____ the boss. It sounds like him. 

A) takes off 

B) takes on 

C) takes away 

4. It’s broken. I’m going to have to ______ to  the shop. 

A) take it back 

B) take it on 

C) take it off 

5. Once you pay the deposit you can _____ the same time. 

A) take it away 

B) take it on 

C) take it back 
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6. I’m sorry, I can’t come out tonight. I have to ____ my homework. 

A) do 

B) make 

C) do me 

7. Don’t eat that. It’ll ____ sick. 

A) do you 

B) do  

C) Make you 

8. People should exercise regularly. Exercise ____ good/ 

A) does you 

B) do 

C) makes you 

9. Where is my telephone? I want to _____ a phone call. 

A) make 

B) do 

C) does 

10. Will you ____ me a favour? 

A) do 

B) make 

C) Do does 

 

Lesson 31. 

Theme: Urinary system. Grammar: Present 

Perfect continuous. 

Vocabulary: kidneys, ureter, bladder, tract, 

function, electrolytes, erythropoietin, renin, blood, 

pressure. 

 

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. 

The urinary system in dogs 

The urinary system or tract includes the kidneys, the ureters (tubes that connect the kidneys to the 

bladder), the bladder, and the urethra (the tube through which urine exist the body). The urinary 

system has several important functions. It gets rid of the waster products that are created when food 

is transformed into energy. It also maintains the correct balance of water and electrolytes(salts) 
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within the body’s cells. Another key function is the production of hormones called erythropoietin 

and renin, which are important in maintaining healthy blood pressure, producing blood cells, and 

absorbing salt correctly. Finally, the urinary system processes vitamin D.     Many abnormalities of 

the urinary system can be diagnosed from signalment, history and physical examination findings, 

serum chemistry profile, urinalysis, and aerobic bacterial urine culture. The history should include 

information regarding changes in water consumption, frequency of urination, volume of urine 

produced, appearance of urine, and behavior of the animal.  

 

Speaking time: Answer the questions 

1. What the 4 main functions of the urinary system? 

2. Where is the kidneys located in the animals’ body? 

3. What is the most important structure in the urinary system? 

4. How is urine formed in dogs? 

 

Grammar time: The Present Perfect Continuous Tense. (Hozirgi tugallangan davom 

zamonining yasalishi): 

                Ega + have (has) + been +V ing  

 

     Inkor shakli birinchi yourdamchi  fe’ldan keyin not yuklamasi  

                             quyish bilan yasaladi 

                    Ega + have (has) +not+ been +V ing 

 

Sorog shakli birinchi yordamchi fe’lini eganing oldiga utkazish bilan yasaladi: 

                     Have (has) +ega + been +V ing? 

 

Bolishli shakli Bolishsiz shakli Soroq shakli 

I have been working 

He (She, It) has been working 

We have been working 

You have been working 

They have been working  

I have not been working 

He, (She, It) has not been 

working 

We have not been working 

You have not been working 

They have not been working 

 Have I been working? 

 Has He, (She, It been 

working? 

 Have We been working? 

 Have you been working? 

 Have they been working? 

 

DO these activities use Present perfect and Present continuous. 
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Tests 

Choose the correct variant 

 

      1. She ______ questions all day long. 

A) has been asking 

B) had been asking 

C) have asked 

      2.They ______the mountain. 

      A) have been climbing 

      B)  has been climbing 

      C) had been climbing 

      3.We _______the dishes. 

A) have been washing 

B) has been washing 

C) had been washing 

4.You _____ your computer. 

A) have been repairing 

       B) has been repairing 

       C)  had been repairing 

5.It____________. 

       A) has been snowing. 

       B) have been snowing 

       C) had been snowing 

       7. How long ____ you ____ Chinese?  

        A) have /been learning 

        B) has/been learning 

        C) had /been learning 

       8. How long ___ you _____ here? 

       A) have/ been waiting 

B) have/ been waiting 

       C) have/ been waiting 

       9.The boy ___ ___ . 

A) have been playing 

B) has been playing 

C) had been playing 

       10.The men ………. been digging a hole 

        A) have been digging 

        B) has been digging 

        C) had been digging  
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Lesson 32. Theme: The respiratory system. Grammar: Word formation  

Vocabulary:  carbon dioxide, oxygen, cell, lung, gills, spiracles,   

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. 

Respiratory system 

Respiratory system, the system in living organisms that takes up oxygen and discharges 

carbon dioxide in order to satisfy energy requirements. In the living organism, energy is liberated, 

along with carbon dioxide, through the oxidation of molecules containing carbon. The term 

respiration denotes the exchange of the respiratory gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide) between the 

organism and medium in which it lives and between the cells of the body and the tissue fluid that 

bathes them. All cells need oxygen, the crucial ingredient for extracting energy from organic 

compounds. Animals obtain oxygen from their environment with their respiratory systems; the 

lungs of land-dwelling vertebrates gather oxygen from the air, the gills of ocean-dwelling 

vertebrates filter oxygen from the water, and the exoskeletons of invertebrates facilitated the free 

diffusion of oxygen (from the water or the air) into their bodies. The respiratory systems of animals 

also excrete carbon dioxide, a waste product of metabolic processes that would be fatal if left to 

accumulate in the body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speaking time:  Answer the questions. 

1. What are the four types of respiratory surfaces?  

2. What is respiratory system in animals? 
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3. What are the different respiratory organs in animals? 

4. How does the respiratory system work in mammals?  

5. What are the properties of respiratory surfaces  
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Tests 

1. I don't like sport because I’m not a very _____ (COMPETE) person. 

a) competition 

b) compete 

c) competitive 

d) competitor 

2. You need skill as well as _____ (STRONG) to be a good athlete. 

a) strength 

b) strong 

c) strengthen 

d) strongly 

3. Next year’s _____ (COMPETE) will take place in Kiyev. 

a) competitor 

b) compete 

c) competitive 

d) competition 

4. He drove fast but ... 

a) careful 

b) carefully 

c) care 

d) caring 

5. You must exercise ... 

a) regular 

b) regularly 

c) regulation 

d) regulate 

6. He runs ... than you. 

a) fast 

b) fastly 

c) faster 

d) fastest 

7. Please, walk .... The baby is sleeping. 

a) quietly 

b) quiet 

c) quieter 

d) quietest 

8. Sam talked to the bully ... 

a) nervous 

b) nervously 

c) nerve 

9. Mountain climbing is a ... kind of sport 

a) danger 

b) dangerously 

c) endanger 

d) dangerous 
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10. The ... entered a contest in time. 

a) participation 

b) participate 

c) participant 

d) participative 

 

Lesson 33.  

Theme: The circulatory System. Grammar adverb. 

Vocabulary: heart, blood vessels, lymph, disease, circulatory system, arteries, veins, capillaries. 

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. 

The Circulatory System. 

The circulatory system is composed of 

heart, the blood vessels, blood, the lymphatic 

vessels, and lymph. This system transports 

materials from one part of the body to another. 

The circulatory system also transports 

hormones and has a role in the regulation of 

body temperature and in protecting the body 

against disease. The circulatory system in 

higher animals is powered by the heart, a dense 

mass of muscle that beats millions of times 

throughout a creature’s lifetime. The ability of 

the blood to clot or coagulate when drawn from 

the blood vessels is essentially a process of 

plasma and is one of its most important 

properties. The physiological value of 

coagulation lies in the fact that it serves to seal injured blood vessels and thus to stop hemorrhage. 

The gross physical changes undergone by blood during clothing have long been recognized and are 

easily followed. At first the blood is perfectly fluid, but soon it becomes thicker and finally reaches 

the consistency of soft jelly. This soft mass gradually becomes firmer owing to shrinkage of the 

fibrin framework of the clot, and in shrinking there is pressed out the clot a clear, watery fluid 

termed blood serum. This closely resembles blood plasma but differs from it somewhat in 

composition. In the clot the fibrin is deposited in the form of densely packed needles of 

ultramicroscopic size and crystalline appearance. The fibrin needles are strengthened at their 

intersections by knots of intact platelets deposited there after the fibrin is laid down. In this way the 

platelets lack firmness and show less contractility. In the spaces of the fibrin network the red cells 

are entangled. 

Speaking time:  Answer the questions. 

1. What is the circulatory system function? 

2. What systems do the circulatory system work with? 
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3. How is the circulatory system protected? 

4. Where does the circulatory system start? 

Grammar time:  

1.Ravish deb ish- harakatning qanday, qayerda, qachon sodir bulganini bildiruvchi soslarga 

aytiladi.  

He works hard.                                               U qattiq ishlaydi. 

I have not meet him lately.                            Men uni ohirgi paytlarda uchratganim     

                                                                             yoq.    

2. Ravish sifat yoki boshqa ravishning belgi va xossalarini ham ifodalashi mumkin: 

He is very good student.                                U juda yaxshi talaba. 

She translates the article                               U maqolani juda yaxshi tarjima 

 quite well.                                                        qiladi. 

     

         Sifat Sifat bilan bir xil shakldagi 

ravish 

-ly qoshimchasi bilan tugagan 

ravish 

He is a hard worker. 

U tirishqoq ishchi. 

He works hard. 

U qattiq ishlaydi. 

 

I could hardly understand 

him. Men uni arang 

tushundim. 

He returned in the late 

autumn. 

U kech kuzda qaytib keldi. 

I went to bed late. 

Men kecha kech yotdim. 

I have not seen him lately.                             

Men uni keyingi  paytlarda 

uchratganim yoq.    

He is studying the history of 

the Near East. 

U Yaqin Sharq tarixini 

o’rganayapti. 

He lives quite near. 

U juda yaqinda yashaydi. 

It is nearly five o’clock. 

Soat qariyib besh. 

 

1. Complete the sentences with one of these adverbs. 

At last, exactly, too, especially, just. 

1. I like all Russian novelists, ______ Tolstoy. 

2. “I hate ironing”. Me, _____. 

3. “Are you telling me that we have no money? _______,  

Not a penny. 

4. I met her on December 23, _____ before Christmas. 

5.______ I have finished this exercise. Thank goodness! It was so boring. 
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Tests 

1. She ran _____. 

A) quick B) quicker C) quickly D) the quickly 

2. He drives too _____ . 

A) fastly B) fast C) faster D) fastest 

3. Please listen _____ . 

A) careful B) carefully C) care D) carely 

4. The homework was the _____. 

A) easy B) easier C) easily D) easiest 

5. I know the Prime Minister _____ . 

A) good B) best C) better D) well 

6. My husband’s a _____ cook. 

A) bad B) worst C) badly D) worse 

7. Teachers work _____, but they don’t earn much money. 

A) hardly B) harder C) hard D) hardest 

8. Lunch is a _____ meal for many people. 

A) quick B) quickly C) quicker D) quickest 

9. My friend never comes school _____. He is always _____. 

A) early / late B) early / lately 

C) earlily / lately D) earlily / late 

10. At first we draw _____ then _____. 

A) quickly / slowly B) quick / slowly 

C) quickly / slow D) quick / slow 

 

 

Lesson 34. Theme: Tissues. Grammar: Present Perfect 

Vocabulary: cancellous tissue, tillage, cerebrum, femur, cell. 

I. Text: Read and listen to the text. 

Animals tissues 

Animal tissues are grouped into 

four basic types: connective, muscle, 

nervous, and epithelial. Collections of 

tissues joined in units to serve a common 

function compose organs. While all 

animals can generally be considered to 

contain the four tissue types, the 

manifestation of these tissues can differ 

depending on the types of organism. For 

example, the origin of the cells comprising 

a particular tissues type may differ 

developmentally for different 
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classifications of animals. The epithelium in all animals is derived from the ectoderm and 

endoderm, with a small contribution from the mesoderm, forming the endothelium, a specialized 

type of epithelium that composes the vasculature. By contrast, a true epithelial tissue is present only 

in a single layer of cells held together via occluding junction called tight junctions, to create a 

selectively permeable barrier. This tissue covers all organismal surfaces that come in contact with 

the external environment such as the skin, the airways, and the digestive tract. It serves function of 

protection, secretion, and absorption, and is separated from other tissues below by a basal lamina. 

Epithelial tissues are formed by cells that cover the organ surfaces, such as the surface of 

skin, the airways, surfaces of sort organs, the reproductive tract, and the inner living of digestive 

tract. Epithelial tissues help to protect organs from microorganisms, injury, and fluid loss. 

Speaking time. Answer the questions 

1.What are the four types of animal tissues?  

2. What are the characteristics of animal issues? 

3. What are epithelial tissues functions? 

Grammar time:  

Grammar time: The Present Perfect Continuous Tense. (Hozirgi tugallangan  zamonining 

yasalishi): 

                Ega + have (has) + P.P  

  Inkor shakli  yourdamchi  fe’ldan keyin not yuklamasi  

                             quyish bilan yasaladi 

                    Ega + have (has) +not+ P.P 

Sorog shakli  yordamchi fe’lini eganing oldiga utkazish bilan yasaladi: 

                     Have (has) +ega + P.P? 

 

Bolishli shakli Bolishsiz shakli Soroq shakli 

I have   worked 

He (She, It) has worked 

We have worked 

You have worked 

They have worked  

I have not worked 

He, (She, It) has not  worked 

We have not worked 

You have not worked 

They have not worked 

 Have I  worked? 

 Has He, (She, It) worked?  

 Have We worked? 

 Have you worked? 

 Have they  worked? 

Translate the following sentences using The  Present Perfect Tense. 

1. Sen biron marta Germaniyada bulganmisan? 

2. Men bu kitobni ikki marta oqiganman. 

3. Qalamimni sindirib quydim. 

4. Ular menga tovarlarni yuklash vaqti haqida xabar berishdi. 
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Tests 

Choose the correct variant 

1.They … 

A) has just arrived. 

B) have just arrived.  

C) have arrived just. 

2.She …. . 

A) has already gone 

B) have already gone  

C) has already go 

3.… the new book yet? 

A) You have read 

B) Have you read 

C) Has you read 

4. I … here for 6 years. 

A) have live 

B) have liven 

C) have lived 

5. He … a teacher of English since 2009. 

A) has be 

B) have been 

C) has been 

6.I … this film eight times.  

A) ‘ve seen 

 B) ‘ve saw  

C) ‘s seen  

7.… to Disneyland?  

A) Has you been ever 

B) Has you ever been  

C) Have you ever been  
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8. He … the bike. 

A) has never fallen off  

B) haven’t ever fallen off 

C) have never fallen off 

9.He … to India, but he will go there soon. 

A) not has been  

B) haven’t been 

C) hasn't been  

10. It is the first time he … a mountain. 

A) has climbed 

B) have climbed  

C) has climbing 

 

Lesson 35. 

Theme: The cell. Grammar: Speech patterns. 

Vocabulary:  function, inadequacy, hypertonic, implant, cytoplasm.    

The Cell 

The cell is the basic structural, functional, and biological until of all known organisms. A 

cell is the smallest until of life. Cells are often called the “building blocks of life”. The study of 

cells is called cell biology, cellular biology, or cytology. Cells consist of cytoplasm enclosed within 

a membrane, which contains many biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids. Most plant and 

animal cells are only visible under a microscope, with dimensions between 1 and 

100microrometres. Organisms can be classified such as unicellular (consisting of a single cell such 

s bacteria) or multicellular (including plants and animals). Most unicellular organisms are classed as 

microorganisms. The number of cells in plants and animals varies from species to species, it has 

been estimated that humans contain somewhere around 40 trillion cells. The human brain accounts 

for around 80billion of these cells. 

Cells were discovered by Robert Hooke in 1665, who named them for their resemblance to 

cells inhabited by Christian monks in a monastery. Cell theory, first developed in 1839 by Matthias 

Jakob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann, states that all organisms are composed of one or more cells, 

that cells are the fundamental unit of structure and function in all living organisms, and that all cells 

come from pre-existing cells. Cells emerged on Earth at least 3.5 billion years ago. 

Cell Structure.  Ideas about cell structure have changed considerably over the years. There 

are many different types, sizes and shapes of cells in the body. For descriptive purposes, the 

concepts “generalized cell” is introduced. It includes features from all cell types. The cell consists 

of three parts: the cell membrane, the nucleus, and between the two, the cytoplasm. Within the 
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cytoplasm lie intricate arrangements of fine fibers and hundreds or even thousands of miniscule but 

distinct structures called organelles. 

Cell membrane. Every cell in the body is enclosed by cell (Plasma) membrane. The cell 

membrane separated the material outside the cell, extracellular, from the material inside the cell, 

intracellular. It maintains the integrity of a cell and controls passage of material into and out of the 

cell. All materials within a cell must have access to the cell membrane (the cell’s boundary) for the 

needed exchange. The cell membrane is a double layer of phospholipid molecules. Proteins in the 

cell membrane provide structural support, from channels for passage of materials, act as receptor 

sites, function as carrier molecules, and provide identification markers.   

Cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic is the gel-like fluid inside the cell. It is the medium for 

chemical reaction. It provides a platform upon which other organelles can operate within the cell. 

All of the functions of cell expansion, growth and replication are carried out in the cytoplasm, 

materials move by diffusion, a physical process that can work only for short distance.  

Cytoplasmic organelles. Cytoplasmic organelles are “little organs” that are suspended in 

the cytoplasm of the cell. Each group of organelle has a definite structure and a specific role in the 

function of the cell. Examples of cytoplasmic organelles are mitochondrion, ribosomes, 

endoplasmic, reticulum, Golgi                                                 apparatus, and lysosomes. 

 

Speaking time: Answer the questions. 

1. What is a Cell? 

2. State the characteristics of cells? 

3. Highlight the cell structure and its components? 

Listen to the dialogue and read with partner. 

Tourist(T):  Excuse me, officer. 

Police office (PO): At you service. 

T: My wallet was stolen. Whom should I inform? 

PO: Calm down, please. How much money is missing? 

T: 400 dollars are missing. 

PO: When did it happen? 

T: It has happened this morning. 

PO: Fill in this form please. Unfortunately, there isn’t much chance of finding your wallet but we 

will inform you as soon as we know something. 

T: Thank you very much. 

PO: Not at all. 
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Lesson 36. Theme: Animals Hormones. Modal verbs:  Can, must, may. 

Vocabulary: hormones, neuron, gland, thyroid, duodenum. 

Hormones. 

  Hormones are the chemical integrators of a multicellular existence, coordinating activities 

from daily maintenance to reproduction and development. The neurotransmitters released by axons 

are one class of chemical communicators that act on an adjacent cell, usually a muscle cell or 

another neuron. Hormones are a mostly distinct class of chemical communicators secreted by 

nerves, ordinary tissue, or special glands; they act on cells far removed from the site of their release. 

They can be proteins, single polypeptides, amines, or steroids or other lipids. Hormones travel to 

their place of action via the circulatory system and then match their particular configuration with a 

specific receptor molecule attached to a cell membrane or, more usually, located within the cell. 

The nervous system coordinates the more rapid activities of animal life, such as movement, while 

the hormones integrate everything else. Only the larger, more complex animals, such as vertebrates 

and some arthropods, have special endocrine glands to produce hormones; other animals use nerve 

cells or tissues such as the gonads. Endocrine glands are another example of a partitioning of 

functions into separate organs, a system that increases efficiency but that requires a relatively large 

size to maintain. Greater specialization is also associated with greater difficulties in regenerating 

lost parts or preventing breakdowns in functions. Although the list of hormones found in the 

mammalian body may seem large, the numbers are surprisingly low for the variety of functions they 

influence. Which of the multiple functions any one hormone regulates depends on the specificity of 

the receptors on or within cells. Because all of hormones bathe all cells as a result of their transport 

by the circulatory system, it is more efficient to have a general messenger transported to a cell, 

where it elicits only one of many possible outcomes. As in the nervous system, the specificity of 

response lies in the organ that responds and not with the messenger that merely commands action. 

Chemicals that allow communication among individuals are called pheromones. Sexual attractants 

are the most common, but there are many other kinds. 

Speaking time. Answer the questions. 

1. What are animal hormones list their two characteristics? 

2. What is hormones and their functions? 

3. What regulates hormones?  

Grammar time 

Can, Must, May modal fe’llar bolib, mustaqil holda ishlatilmaydi, ular asosiy fe’lning infinitive 

bilan ishlatiladi va asosiy fe’l ifodallangan ish- harakatning bajarilish imkoniyatini, qobiliyatini, 

ehtimolligini zarurligini bildiradi.  

Can modal ish- harakatni bajarish imkoniyatini mumkinligini, qobiliyatini ifodalaydi.  

I can do it now.                                                    Men uni hozir qila olaman. 

He can finish his work next year.                      U ishini kelasi hafta tugata oladi. 

Must modal fe’li ma’lum bir kuch ta’siridagi zaruratni, buyruqni, yoki maslahatni ifodalaydi. Must 

kerak deb tarjima qilinadi. 
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He must go there tomorrow.                             U o’sha erga ertaga borishi kerak. 

You must consult a doctor.                                Siz doctorga korinishingiz kerak. 

May ruhsatni ifodalaydi. Ruhsatni ifodalash uchun faqat hozirgi zamonda ishlatiladi. 

May I come in?                                                     Kirsam mumkinmi? 
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Tests 

Put the modal verb must into the following sentences: 

1. Kendra …… finish her homework on time, or she can’t go outside to play with her friends. 

A) Must 

B) Can 

C) could 

2. People ……. take care of nature. 

A) Must 

B) Can 

C) Should 

3. You …… not to use computer for more than 6 hours straight 

A) Must 

B) Ought  

C) Could 

4. You …… prepare the monthly sales report. 

A) Must 

B) Have been 

C) Could 

5. Actors ……. learn a lot of dialogues by heart. 

A) Must 

B) Had to 

C) Can  

6. Students ……… not leave the classrooms before the bell rings 

A) Must 

B) Could 

C) Need 

7. She …….. have forgotten about her report. 

A) Must 

B) Can 

C) Need 

8.  He ……. be unfamiliar with these documents. 

A) Must 

B) Could  

C) Had to 

9. He is the eldest child in his family, that’s way he ….. earn money for his family. 

A) Must 

B) Have to  

C) Could 

10. I ……. forget about pain and keep on going.  

A) Must 

B) Can 

C) Have to 
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Glossary 

English Uzbek Russian 

 

a bodyguard 

a counsellor 

a little  

a note 

a nutritionist 

a singing coach  

adaptation 

Ambitious  

anyway 

arguments 

article 

at the weekend 

back door 

beautician 

beer 

behavior 

bile 

bloodstream 

Boast 

book 

burglar 

can 

Cash 

chance 

chauffeur 

claim 

climate 

communicate 

couple 

culture  

decision 

demand  

descendant 

descent 

diffusion 

digestive system 

distinct  

drawer 

drawing 

 

tana qo'riqchisi 

maslahatchi 

ozgina 

eslatma 

ovqatlanish mutaxassisi 

ashula murabbiyi 

moslashish 

Shuhratparast 

nima bo'lganda ham 

dalillar 

maqola 

hafta oxirida 

orqa eshik 

go'zallik mutaxassisi 

pivo 

xulq 

safro 

qon oqimi 

Maqtanish 

kitob 

o'g'ri 

mumkin 

Naqd pul 

imkoniyat 

shofyor 

Talab 

iqlimi 

aloqa qilmoq 

juftlik 

madaniyat 

qaror 

talab 

avlodi 

kelib chiqishi 

diffuziya 

ovqat hazm qilish tizimi 

aniq 

tortma 

chizish 

 

телохранитель 

консультант 

немного 

заметка 

диетолог 

поющий тренер 

приспособление 

Честолюбивый 

тем не мение 

аргументы 

статья 

на выходных 

задняя дверь 

косметолог 

пиво 

поведение 

желчь 

кровоток 

хвастовство 

книга 

взломщик 

Можно 

Денежные средства 

шанс 

шофер 

Запрос 

климат 

общаться 

пара 

культура 

решение 

требование 

потомок 

спуск 

диффузия 

пищеварительная система 

отчетливый 

выдвижной ящик 

рисунок 
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drive mad 

drop 

earth 

Employ 

employee 

endocrine system 

escape 

exactly 

exchange 

exotic 

expect 

explain, 

Extravagant 

fast asleep 

fear 

fertilize 

fibrous 

fine art 

flat 

gall bladder 

gear 

glamorous 

grasp 

habit 

hands up 

heartbeat 

heavy 

height 

hesitation  

hieroglyphics 

huge  

idea 

immigrants 

impulse 

infinite 

integrity 

intestine 

jellyfish 

jewelry 

jogging 

joints 

kind 

language  

light 

liposuction 

aqldan haydash 

tomchi 

yer 

Ish beruvchi 

xodim 

endokrin tizim 

qochish 

aniq 

almashish 

ekzotik 

kutish 

tushuntiring, 

G'ayrioddiy 

tez uxlab 

qo'rquv 

urug'lantirish 

tolali 

tasviriy san'at 

tekis 

o't pufagi 

tishli 

jozibali 

tutmoq 

odat 

qo'llar tepaga 

yurak urishi 

og'ir 

balandligi 

ikkilanish 

ierogliflar 

ulkan 

fikr 

muhojirlar 

turtki 

cheksiz 

yaxlitligi 

ichak 

meduza 

zargarlik buyumlari 

yugurish 

bo'g'inlar 

mehribon 

tili 

yorug'lik 

liposuction 

сводить с ума 

падение 

Земля 

Наймите 

работник 

эндокринная система 

побег 

точно 

обмен 

экзотический 

ожидать 

объяснить, 

экстравагантный 

крепко спит 

страх 

удобрять 

волокнистый 

Изобразительное искусство 

квартира 

желчный пузырь 

шестерня 

обаятельный 

схватывание 

привычка 

руки вверх 

сердцебиение 

тяжелый 

высота 

нерешительность 

иероглифика 

огромный 

идея 

иммигранты 

импульс 

бесконечный 

целостность 

кишка 

медуза 

Ювелирные изделия 

бег трусцой 

стыки 

вид 

язык 

светлый 

липосакция 
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liver 

mainly 

meal  

mean  

membrane 

milk-secreting 

modern  

muscular system 

nerve 

nervous system 

neuron 

noise 

north  

odor 

old- fashioned 

once  

opportunity 

outdoor 

overcome 

painting 

permeable 

Personal 

persuade 

plastic surgery  

play  

pocket money 

population 

puberty 

purse 

put up with 

reading 

receptor 

reduce 

relatives  

remote control 

reserve 

ring 

robber 

rudimentary 

ruminant 

scare  

scruffy 

sensory 

sip 

skydiving 

jigar 

asosan 

ovqat 

anglatadi 

membrana 

sut sekretsiyasi 

zamonaviy 

mushak tizimi 

asab 

asab tizimi 

neyron 

shovqin 

shimolda 

hid 

qadimgi 

bir marta 

imkoniyat 

ochiq havoda 

yengmoq 

rasm 

o'tkazuvchan 

Shaxsiy 

ishontirmoq 

plastik jarrohlik 

o'ynash 

hamyondagi pul 

aholisi 

balog'at 

hamyon 

bilan qo'yish 

o'qish 

retseptor 

kamaytirish 

qarindoshlar 

masofaviy boshqarish 

zaxira 

uzuk 

qaroqchi 

odatiy 

kavsh qaytaruvchi 

qo'rqitmoq 

qorong'i 

hissiy 

yutmoq 

parvoz 

печень 

в основном 

еда 

жадный 

мембрана 

молочно-секретирующих 

современный 

мышечная система 

нерв 

нервная система 

нейрон 

шум 

к северу 

запах 

старомодный 

один раз 

возможность 

на открытом воздухе 

преодолеть 

картина 

проницаемый 

личный 

уговаривать 

пластическая хирургия 

играть в 

карманные деньги 

Население 

половая зрелость 

кошелек 

смириться с 

чтение 

рецептор 

уменьшить 

родственники 

дистанционное управление 

резерв 

кольцо 

грабитель 

зачаточный 

жвачный 

попугать 

неряшливый 

сенсорный 

глоток 

прыжки с парашютом 
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smashed 

soap opera 

statue 

steal  

stereo 

stimulus 

stomach 

stupid 

successful  

survive 

teller  

tendons 

tissue 

to drop  

to enjoy 

to escape   

to graduate 

to hand  

to scream 

to study 

to travel 

Trainer 

translator 

unfortunately 

uninvited 

unique 

untidy 

upstairs 

Value 

vertebrate 

wake up 

weekends 

whale 

whole 

wildlife 

wool 

yard 

 

buzdi 

sovun operasi 

haykal 

o'g'irlamoq 

stereo 

stimul 

oshqozon 

ahmoq 

omadli 

omon qoling 

kassir 

tendonlar 

to'qima 

tashlamoq 

zavqlanmoq 

qochmoq 

bitirmoq 

qo'liga 

qichqirmoq 

o'rganish 

sayohat qilmoq 

Trener 

tarjimon 

afsuski 

chaqirilmagan 

noyob 

iflos 

yuqori qavatda 

Qiymati 

umurtqali hayvonlar 

uyg'oning 

dam olish kunlari 

kit 

butun 

yovvoyi hayot 

jun 

hovli 

 

разбили 

сериал 

статуя 

украсть 

стерео 

стимул 

желудок 

глупый 

успешный 

уцелеть 

рассказчик 

сухожилия 

ткань 

бросить 

наслаждаться 

Сбежать 

закончить 

в руки 

кричать 

учиться 

путешествовать 

тренер 

переводчик 

к несчастью 

незваный 

уникальный 

неопрятный 

вверх по лестнице 

Ценность 

позвоночный 

просыпайся 

в выходные дни 

кит 

все 

живая природа 

шерсть 

двор 
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